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This is a critical emnographic study dealing with me business ifiuence on 
education in Newfoundland. The ecommics of education dicta186 that business 
play a pmminent role. llw, educa6an has been forced lo adam lo changes in me 
m n ~ y  and eslatiish doserlies with business and me privale sedm. This mesis 
will d&e into me relalhship between educam and business and b subpequem 
influence on our pdithal, aKial, wbral, and - m i c  reality. A greateremphask 
is now placed on science, business and techmlcgy as cnnpred to the arls and 
humanifies which have tnul imlly @ayed an important me in baining the mind. 
The knDwfedgelinformation dichotomy which has emerged is the resul of me 
greater influence of business in me realm of education. Consequences of this 
relatianship will be discussed in reference to me Newfoundland example thmugh 
an anaipis of spaciRc Newfwndland Government Documents. as d l  as. the 
responses of pmminent members of me Newfoundland business communiiy 
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Atthe Natnnal I&. some -ofthe businaasworld have real& mat 
the Canadian gwemmentfunda educatan to the tune of almost I60 Mlion pryear. 
Since this realization. business sees education as "bg business" and thus, views 
it as an economic mmmodii. A -nt Gallup Poll found that 59% of Canadian 
CEOs believed the mate sedor should be &$& i M  in fcrming educatDnal 
policy and shaping cuniculum and standards. ( B a h  and Robertson 1991). Fmm 
this penpeaive, students are viewed Wo ways: as mnsumars and as wmtkero. 
When viewed as mnaumers. the school amem pmvaes access to a captive 
audience, a speck% target markel and a gmup lhat is reaponsib4e for spending 
approximately $18 million per week, as wsH as having influence over wch mabr 
purchases as the family vehide. This spending and influence is unprecedented. 
When studants areviewed zs pctentialwrkem. they are seen primarily as a human 
resource p-l from which mrpoationr can pick and choose for their workplace. 
It has been generally affirmed that the purpose of education seems to be 
shining towards i r nWng  the human rewune pml for the emnomy and the mus 
has been put on schools to build the economicfulure ofthe muntry. Repwts such 
as Change (L Challenge: A Strategic Economic Plan for Newfoundland and 
Labrador (1992); Meeting the Chalieyle: Status Repofion the Implementation of 
the Strategic E m m i c  Plan (1994): Status Report on the 
Impiementation ofthe Sb-akgii E m i c  Plan (1995): and Adjusting Me Course 
11 (1995). have all augOested s ignhnt  aducahai changes hat echo the 
preceding Woughts. 
Along w h  lhis, l h m  is a large body of Merature Mat makes U-e daim that 
business is having an increasing infiuence in our rchrm syslem. We see evidence 
of this in me na6on's clasrrwms by mrporate sponrwed aniculum aids mmpiete 
with -rate logos and sl~gans and increasingly w h  mrparata-school 
'pannerships.' Dow Canada sponm Parinem Adbe in Rercurce Sharing (PAIRS) 
whcme goel il is to help rtudenta and teachemlo undemn6 me chemical industry. 
They aim want '...lo lmluence dedsions of Me edvcation syslem such mat W s  
views are taken into urnsideration.' (Barker 1991, p.37). What lhey (Canadian 
teachers) should mmgnize is they muslgive us raw material for us lo create lhe 
weaimthatcreates theirwell being...mey(Canadii teachers) must undendand lhat 
they must provide us wlh the quality of peo* that we can matket in lha world" 
(Jack Pressey. CEO of Monem. Canada's semnd largest engineering mnsuning 
firm speaking on an edition of CBC Radio's Sunday mnning programme. Centre 
Point entifled: Put To The Test: IsCanada's Educabbn Syslem Failing The Grade?). 
Corporate agendas are being echoed in me hallways of our natnn's schools as 
'donations' of computers an6 audio visual equipment actually spit out -rate 
metotic under the guise ofeducalbnal tmls. 
As a result ofthe No* American Free Trade agreement we am witnessing 
me bqinning of p h l k a l b n  and mrporatizatkn ofwr  school sy;tem. 'NAFTA will 
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affea education by changing me overall &a1 and political context in which 
educational decisbns will be made and. more narrowly. by imposing a range of 
new. and quile spectk. rubs on me development ofMure educaliial po l i i s  and 
programs' (Calve* 6 Kuehn 1993. p.11). P*aWy run schools and calieges mat 
are owned by Canadian and Uniled S W  firms can now mmpate for Canadian 
govemment edvcafion mars and set Me cuniwlum without any intedemnce from 
an increasingly disfarn Canadian government. Two exampies ofthii mmpetiiion 
are me fad that United States businesses can amtally wmpete w h  Cansdian 
Companies for right to develop public exams for our nation's pmvinces and 
Ballow and Robertson (1994) report that only 25% of publishen of educational 
books in Canada are now Canadian. Free Trade has made all ofmis passtble as 
United Slates firms have the same rights and pkileges as Canadian firms. 
For my Furpose in this study. I have localized me global trends being 
established in educaGOn. In the mnfext of Nawfoundiand education. I have 
explored me extern of me influence of business in setting the agenda in educafion. 
In particular, Me affect this relationship has on our politimi. social. cuiiural. and 
economic realny. I have explored how this afleds the students mat are in me 
school system and what agenda is being r e a l i i  during Me six hours each day that 
students are in Me classmom and how business is increasingly influencing what is 
taught and how it is taught 
in this M y .  I in- members fmm the business mmmunny. Data 
fmm these inlervinw was a d p e d  in ma mnMnofcunent and relevant literature 
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and policy statements. I have -mined VH, following Newfoundland government 
and education documents: Change (L Challenge: A Sbatagt Emnomic Plan for 
Newroundland and Labrador (1992); Meeting the Challenge: S m s  Report on the 
Implementation of the Strategic Economic Plan (1994); Stahla Repon on The 
Implementation ofthe Sbatagic E m m i c  Plan (1995) and Adjusting Me Course 
11 (1995). 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
Given Ms changing nmre and climate of educalbn. many agendas a n  
being i nsem into the diamurse of education. One sign of this dircvrsion seem 
to be the business agenda. As educators. it is crucial that we batter understand 
how eduwtional policies, pmgrams and cuniala. pedagogical practices, and 
evaluatimn schemes am influenced. If businasp does have the influence that I 
suspect it d m .  it iS CNcial mat this influence be better undentad in the -text 
Of educational reform. This business inRuem is called for in reports such as 
Change & Challenge: A Strategic Emnomic Plan for Nawfwndland and Labrador 
(1992); Meeting the Challenge: Stmus Report on the Implementation of the 
Strategic Ewnomic Plan (1994): Status Report On The Im~mantation of The 
Sbategic Ewnomic Plan (1995) and ~djusting the Course 11 (1895). The research 
in this study will be important in fomlating educational policy. in planning 
educational reforms. and to educational administrators, and teachers. 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
CORPORITE SPONSORED CURRICULUM ADS IN THE CUSSROOM 
There am a wide va6+ofexamples ofcqmste sponsag( wmiarlum that 
is making its way inla the dassmom. b3lh in Canada and lhe United Slates. 
Packaged under Me guise of educatanal W s ,  lhs currkulum is ahlamy caporate 
Pmpaganda wlh an agenda mat is vady  diirent horn the standard rchoal 
curriculum. These aids are oftentimes mo readily available. tw easy to use, and 
are afIen pmduced by people whose interest in education Is not mmpaWia wim 
traditional interests. 
Cabevert and Kuehn (1993) discus how at a Boulder. Colorado high school. 
McDonald's supplias not only me hxd but me cumcuium: pvpils study McDonald". 
inventon/, paymll and ordering procedures in maUI: McDonald's menu plans in 
home emnomics: and the mmpany's marketing practices in business dass. 
Channel One b a n e w  and advem'sing N program in h e  United Stales that 
is show in over IZ.WO schools and reaches over 8 million students on a daily 
basis. In exchange fora widevahelyofequipnenL these schcds allow mmmareial 
news and advh ing  lo be bmadcan to their sbldents every day. The schari signs 
a mntrad mat states that 00% ofthe students mun watch the program 90% ofthe 
time. The program muat be watched in its entirely and the teacher can"& at any 
time turn the pmgram on! This m p n y  has menuesof averS'1W million per year 
by charging S195.455.W per 30 -d spot to advertisera mat are mare than 
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willingto pay b r a  ca@kaudiare, The mmpany lam lowinmme mmmun& 
of mior (Bartow and Robemon 1994. p.182). 
Peny (1992) diswges how Dow Chemical in Samia. Ontam has 
exprienced p b  &ads in the past frve years and has been under increasing 
pressure from envimnmentaiagenc4ss The medB has largeled Dowas a ndoricus 
polluter: dearly mis mmpany would w&xnw impared public relatiins. Enter 
PAIRS (Partners Aclive in R ~ u r c e  Sharing) whae purpase is to help teachen 
and students understand me chemical industry and appreciate lhs value of 
entrepreneurs in me business wwld. Under this moperativa program. senior high 
school studeas spend part of their curriculum employed on the job at the plant 
The student at me end ol me term. will hequenuy produce a report of their 
experience that is very pm-[lcw. One of W s  stated goals for the program is to 
influence decisions of me educatnn ryrtem such mat Daw's views are taken into 
consideraton. 
Many teachers may offamear!gumentthat such materials can be debugged 
in the darsmom by verihllng wurces and viewpdnts and discussing this with the 
Students as part of me curriculum. MIen@mes though. teachers do nat have the 
lime or the indinatan to caw out such an exwdse and studenb have m pay the 
price thmugh biased cuniwlum. 
CORPORATE -UNIVERSITY UNKAGES 
Corporations and h e r  businesses cam m e  a wide van* of resources 
for universities. In tke United States in 1990. corporate g b  to inst'iutimns totaled 
2.2 billan dollarsand uml(he Brnnamklrlanfom of h e  late 19.W8, miseure was 
one that was steadily i m s i n g  (Kwrohky 1992). 
Many universilii do n d  know where to begin when it comes to the idea of 
corporate funding, so they eilher do not begin or they randomly submit proposals 
and hope mat one will be s w e d .  Them are many ways lo tap intD the vast 
resources that a mmpany hasto ofhx Koumfsky (l992) Wleves that a unive~sily 
should be aware of (he amxlnt of donations Ulat a corpomikm generatty gives to 
universities. Th!! is espxialty important infomatan to k m w  about me mrporalion 
that they SpecifKally want to larget. More and more, companies want to fund 
pmjeds and pmgrams mat are well focused and will be of some advantage to me 
corporatiin. Corporate um%twiuyl for university pmj&frees up valuable budget 
dollars to be spent in other areas of me universily. 
CwporaUons also have dMerent ways of giving money to univerpw. Many 
large corporations have a direct giving pmgram and a separate foundation. 
Generally speaking. direct giving aaounls for approximately 60% of corporate 
donatins and is usually cmp%ed ofa large number of small gram. Foundatnn 
gas are larger and can support more pro@%. When many company fwndations 
are set up, they make grants cons is^. even when p- am mt hlgh (Kwmfsky 
1992). 
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A rnrpomion's annuel report pmvidtn important information as U can help 
idenufy psople that may be interested in the "arias projeds taking place in the 
university. t may be easier for the university to get a mrporate d o n m  if new 
products or new inlidiws in the mrpaatiw have a link to a depawnt  in a 
university or a certain pmject. The annual repon ~ l l  alx, mnvey Lancial data. 
This is impomnt to know because the hope is that the mmpany will invest in the 
university. and an understanding of me mmpanys financial situation can hdp in 
determining how md they can possibly invest in the university. When reviewing 
the corporation's annual report it is important n d  to rely on a single figure to 
determine whelhsr w nd ha  mmpny is finandally healthy as a single sales figure 
alone can be meaningless. It is impoRant to lDdr at how this sales mure mmpres 
wlh statemem overthe laa three years. R is also important to note mat net sales 
can be going up whle net inmme is going down. Winning corporate ddlars is not 
simply a matter of making a phone call or filling cut an app(icat'on: cultkating a 
corporate relationship takes time and emrt but oRsn the mui is  can be well worth 
it (Koumkky 1992). 
CURRENT LINKS BE'WEEN BUSINESS AND EDUCATION IN CANADA 
In Canada today, there is much suppat among government industry and 
univenitiw farthe idca mat peopie and M e d g e  am two ofthe main mmponents 
to achieving economic gmwM (Bell 1990). Universities are creators and 
disseminators of new knowledge as well as a human resmne pool. A number of 
important gmups feel M a  it is essential to create linkages beween Me university 
and the corporate warid. Bell (1990) gives three examples of this 
1.) The Science Counal of Canada re(eased a report in 1988 that- barad on 
studies of mrporatauniversity linkages. This report calls for the integratbn of 
people, ideas. opportunibes, markets, and capilal in new and e f f m  ways. The 
links that are mod needed are Vlose between research mmrmnws wihin 
universlies and the private sector. The onus is being placed on universlies to 
transfer knowledge and resultll from laboratories and experimentation for 
mmmercial development in Me private sector. 
2.) The 1984 final report of Me Commission on Me Futvre Development of the 
Universities of Ontaro catled ed for links W e n  -rations and universti!. 
The repart pmposed that these links were essential to facilitate nal only the 
pmduetion of more technobgy as a d i d  resun of new krowledge, but also b 
diision and appiication *in indunry. 
3.) The Corporate-Higher Educakn Forum is a Mmtreal based national 
coalition of universw presidents and CEO's desgned to merge goals and activities. 
It advocams closer business-edu& ties and pmmotes mrpwale-educabbn 
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interadon by placing members on one anatham -hg Wes. Thefom feslp 
that universiiim should be man, dependent on cowrate funding and advocates 
that interested cowrations should aet up heir om developnent om-s lo 
negoliate deals with unkersitiea as pan oftheir bvsinssr slrmegy. 
The Government of Newfoundland and Labrador is also Suppome of 
businasseducatbn links as is Bvidenced in Change & Challenge. their Sbategic 
Emnomic Plan of 1992. h e  two subsequent stshls reports of January 1994 and 
January 1995 and Adjusting h e  Cwrse 1 (1995) In lhese reports. the government 
stales that there shwld be shmgalinks between there Wm organblbns because 
ii is the responsibility of the educa(nna1 system la pwkb the human -me pwl 
la the business mmmunitv. 
WHY CORPORATIONS SHOULD SUPPORT EDUCATION 
There are many r e a m s  why mrporalionr ahouU offer financial suppat la 
our universities. The relatbnship can be equally Rmarding for the cowration as 
well as me unkerpihl and. as lhe lilerahlre shmus. business is becoming more vocal 
about the e x p ~ t i o n a  that they have upw, our academic mmmunities. 
Global mmpebfion is a reality in the mrporate world and capmale survival 
is dependent on remaining one step ahead ofthe mmpetition. Inwslment in a 
unlvenily can aid a mrpwation in being a pa* of important technological 
breakthroughs. 
Milheim and Bailey(l99.1). Mekhioti and Tolbert (1984) in discussing 
the advantages o f m b  investment in uniwmims. These industry incentbs 
indude the acquisition of new paonnal from within the university Mat may be an 
'expert' in the research hopic. The -mlbl m w  has n s  to new b n c e  and 
tachmlkgy in addition to universily facilities such as laboratoh. m e  marketing of 
the product M the research has added prestige thmugh Me use of a university w 
a scholafs name. The mrpmlbn also has a a o s s  to career-long mining for 
technical personnel as well as insight into new devdopments in variws fields. 
DISADVANTAGES TO UNIVERSITIES ACCEPTING CORPORATE FUNDING 
Bmwn (1985) pmvMes wmds of caution about this exprateuniversity 
relationshjp. There may be d i c e s  of opinion mceming the availability of 
researth results. and this can also extend to patem rights. The organizational 
structure of the two gmup am very dimrent. Univmities tend to be horizontal 
while industry is tradtimally hierarchical. There are also diirent time scales uDed 
by each organizatiin; universnies use a long range amp. while indusby tends to 
focus mom on a shorter return (Cited in Milhelm and Bailey 1991). 
Another discouraging aide to corporate funding is the dispaMy between 
funding of chain of tdence and technology at universities compared to cowrate 
funding of chairs in the humanities such as English. philmphy and history. The 
unfortunate side of this reality is that M e  humanities am me wry disciplines Mal 
may be dwoted to cdkal Mwght. Sci- and lechndogy. on the oihw hand. are 
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more likelyto amect large research grants because blkthmughs in this field can 
be of commercial imporlance to me mrporation. 
Barker (1991) ~uggcsts ma th re  is an increase in the amwnt of mrpome 
materialsthatareenlering intome universitydaasmoms and lectures. He feels mat 
all mat&alo that mme fmm mrporatlms are biased simply because they are 
mrpomte span&. Materials such as mrporate wnsored envimnmental Meos 
tom D w  Canada are men legamated simply because lhey are taught in a 
university dassmom. Any materials paid for by mrpomths are usually pmducsd 
to serve some existing -rate goal. Genwally, me mrporation's intern in 
edvcatii does wl mincide with society% intersst in e d u d n .  
ADVANTAGES TO UNMRSmES ACCEPTING CORPORATE FUNDING 
There are many ways in which me mrparatpunhrsity relationship can be 
beneficial to the university. The mrporation can help in the form of donations or 
funding. This can be hebful to me university, as a mmmon situation in academia 
exists whereby there are limited budgets and limited mntan with exptts outsbe 
the academic realm. This giR can hdp me university remain current by pmviding 
new f a d l r s  and equipment. lncmased universilycorporate involvement can hdp 
students by pmviding mntact w h  tke mrporate SeQwwhere many graduates will 
obtain eventual employment. Bmwn, Mai, and Tdben (1985) said that mere am a 
variety of ways in which his relationship can be advantagems to me university: 
1.) gi*. grants and research mntracts. 
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2.) facuny consulting. 
3.) the use of various corporate materials in Igturing. 
4.) the urn of sp3al izd  -ate facilities. 
5.) insight into wmn t  cornmenial mnmms. and 
6.) the possibili for rvmmer or adjunct employment fw faculty 
(Cited in Milheim and Bailey 1991, pAO ). 
THE NORTH AMERICAN FREE TRADE AGREEMENT 
The North Anm%an Free Trade Agreement has had a significant impact on 
education in Canada. and as a nnun we are witnessing the pr ivat ion and 
corporatizalkm of education in this muwry. Them was very liWe consultation with 
the educalbnal mmmunRyas the fedem1 government informed Canadiansthat this 
deal would have a minimal effect on our educa6onal system. 'NAFTA ... heats many 
of OUT social i ns t i ons  as service commditIes that must be opened up to the 
COmpeliiiw pressures Of the marketplace. The assumption that educational 
services can. indeed should. be treated as emnomic commodities constitutes a 
fundamental break with our Canadian t d t i i n s  and presents a dear and present 
danger to the educalbnal programs we cherish' (CalveR and Kuehn 1993, p.5). 
In Canada. we have traditionally viewed educabbn as a public service and 
an inalienable t i g M  for our bb'zens. Educathn was never open up lo mmpeStion 
from the p m e  sedw and I war nevergoverned by the rules that are mposed on 
all facets of the commercial rector. Now that United States Rnns are able to 
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facets of the fields of science and techw4ogy is Ways equivalent of the 18th 
century En&mre Mmment which appropriated land hcm the m m o n  peasantry 
in England and ndirtributed it lo members of h e  nobility and gentry who had 
enough infiuence lo have Ads of Endosure Passed by Padiiment in their interest 
Under NAFTA. Calve* and Kuehn believe that infomaSon and krowledge that is 
the cultural and imellnblal riahtofall Canadians will k x m s  me right of only a few. 
This suppressmn of mrw ideas and kndedge can only be detrimental lo our 
society as we am wiinessing the -@on of private property out of knowledge. 
There wll  also be a coed imposed on our post-semndary inrlmtiina as s 
resun ofthe intekclual property rights &on aa outlined in NAFTA. Corporations 
can derive increasing financial ban& from our Canadian education system 
through the form ofmyatiis. For example. ifthem is a breekihrough in a Canadian 
university laboratory t h w h  a pmied that was funded by a 'donation' fmm a 
corporation. the unive- will have to pay the mrpora t i i  for the right lo utilize this 
material or finding. For the univenihl. this means increased costs in the form of 
new stafflo calculate royalties aving (for findings made on the university property!). 
to enforce patents, and to enforce these new Nles on the students and faculty. 
Under NAFTA. Canadian eduumbnal insthltbns will be atthe mercy of large muti- 
national firms as they give them the right lo  patent new findings simply for 
mmmenial benefn. 'Many ofAoes now have an olkx of 'intdlaPla1 property with 
full-time staff who speciaiize in mnnecting PafantaMe mseaffih with commercial 
fins. These spin DRfDundations provide a way for univsnk to engage in a W e  
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range of wnbahlal business relaliarships without having to fully dlsdose the 
nature of the deal they sign. Under the guise of pmtaning pmprielary knowledge 
or maintaining wmmertial secrecy. public accounlabiliw is restmed or denied' 
(Calved and Kuehn 1993. p.124). 
Them am several exam of how we are witnessing me 'Americanizal'an' 
of our Canadian educakn systems as there is pressure on Canadian schools to 
foliow in the fwtstepj of wr neighbour south of the 49- parallel and to make our 
school System one that is driven by bvsiners goals and p k a w .  Changing wr 
schwl systam lo Mlow me M e a n  model wll be an espadallyd'f(iarlt task given 
the fact that t rad i l l y ,  the ma80nsbshind edudng in boM munlrieswere vastly 
darerent. The American sciwc4 system has bad'#kmaly educated students with me 
end goal in mind of creating the perfect American d t i n  to M mto the rnmlng ~1 
view of society. Individual thought was not in the forefront of this sysiem as 
mnformiiyto the Ametican waywas 6een as desirable. Canadian educators, on the 
other hand, have always valued and remgnized the r i gk  of a wide variety of 
cultural gmups underthe Canadiin mosaicview ofradaty. The individual though& 
and the rid? experience and baditions that these people bring lo the classmom is 
something that is seen as desirable, enriching the sehmllng experience of all 
students in the d a s m .  
The Business Council on Nalhal Issues (BCNI) was formed in Canada in 
I986 and is mmprned of CEO's of major Canadian wrporauons. This council 
recently mmmissimd a St .5 million study by Midlael PMter of Haward U n M i  
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regarding educator! in lhis coumry. his mdings BdDed that of the business 
mmmunitywho wantto 'AmeFcant9' our educatm m m .  The report called for 
the creation of nabbnal educational slandards and to have pmvincial governments 
agree lo testing mechanisms to mset these standards, to put more emphasis on 
science, math and t e c h W .  and lo transform univsraiis into i ns t i ons  lo 
promote economic development (Calvert and Kuehn 1993). 
A vast maiority of poreremndary insliNtons in the United States are 
privatized, and Mere p M z e d  imbWbns play a large mle in me training of 
American studento. This is unlike Canada where until reamfly most of our training 
programs were publicly funded. Under me Norm American Free Trade Agmmant. 
we are witnessing the shim towards the privalizatian of our training institutions as 
American mining inslitutions can compete for the federal gmmment training 
dollafs that tradiionally wen, awarded to mmrmnity cdleges. Canada's indilufions 
have mme under attack b r  failing lo meet me m i n w  needs of Me business world 
so a large poniin of federal government money is being divertad into pwate 
trainlng programs. BBckemn el ai. (1992) believe that an increase in educawn 
and training do n d  n-asanly mean s bright economic Mure for Canada. 
Educatan and mining are not seen as a cause but rather as a result of economic 
dacislona whereby an emphasis on training and education wuld mme abwt as a 
resun of a healthy economy. This is a position mat bg business moD- to ignore. 
The drawback wlm many ofmese training pmgrams is that they take away 
students and funding fmm already W n g  community mllegr. This funding then 
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goes directly inbthe hands ofprble employsrs. Calvert and Kuehn (1993) Mieve 
that this new system dramalicslhl reduces plblic acmuntabilii for me amount of 
money being spent while giving mom m m l  over type, extent, and qualii of 
training to pr ive ampbyen. As p+va@ eq#oyen are now h punhasen ofthis 
training, they can make demands for the kind oftraining that they need. The faun 
with this is that many d these pmgrams are employer spc@c and h skills gained 
are nottransferable. m e  onlyaganda that is being & i  in these private training 
programs is that of big business while the needs ofthe students and workem are 
met only in the mntert of thin specific business. This has maw repemssions on 
what we have taken la be our basic beliefs abovt our edu&onai system in this 
muntw. 
THE snl.=T TAKING PUCE IN EDUCATION 
Whether we agree with # or not WB nat admit that bb business has had a 
place in cunenteducaIjnnal refcms and W ofthe 1-m on me WbW wwld 
admit that this innuen28 is indeed present and is growing. I w l d  lend to argue 
that to some degree this innuence has always existed but not to the current extent 
and certainly not with the same intent. These ideas are e c h d  by Popkewitr 
(1991) who argues that business invotvement in schwling is not new. Fmm the 
1870'5, the language of business adminisIralion was applied to social amim and 
cultural development to M r  pmgrepp. At the turn ofthe W r y ,  business g- 
had the amw to support u reiecllhe finandng of mass -ling thmugh laal 
tax systems and national business gmups that were represented by philanthropic 
corporatans have responded in times of crisis to promote mnservdva interests 
and pmgressive chaw-. Particular mnwms have t e n  higher educatiin. 
professional education, and curricula in public schools. 
m e  shfl in wr  schwl systwn is minoring events that am taking place in the 
global economy. There was once a stmng emphasis on knowledge, but there has 
been a s h l  and the emphasis is now on ihformtion. Pun knowtedge and critical 
thinking skills are not as m r e d  in wr 8Chml s@m or in Our new global e m m y  
for that matter as We PUFMlil of information has taken the lead in what is valued in 
OUT society. This s h l  was made with virtually no mnsultatim wilh the education 
mmmunrty. Business dedded lkat rchwls were not meeting the corporate criteria 
of what a school should do. In otder to meetthe needs of the business mmrmniiy. 
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what was valued inthe ahm( W m  had to be changed. As a rasut the business 
agenda is being realized in our rchool system today. Popkewb (1991) feels that 
me interplay ofeducatkm and big business can be dsnimntal tome sckool system. 
In term of business and the emnomy. them is a shift offausto what is happening 
on a global level m oppored to lhe focus being on the local level. When business 
becomes involved with a schwl, it Mturally focuses on the global level. "The 
current level of muiti-natbnal corporations. however, focuses the agenda of 
schooling less on local economic assessments than on national production and 
internationally defined priwifies. Wile lradtional jurisdiions are maintained in 
school policy makhg, lml assessment and the development of program mincide 
wlth the priorities and assumptions determined ouUiae the local area- (Popkewilz 
1991. p.129). 
The shift toward businegi imlvement in education is linked directly to the 
government bemming less and less invoked in education. W i i  l i e  debate 
beyond the i w e  of denominational control or cmcism, education in N W n d l a n d  
is undersoins same v e r y s e k s  dages. The wmntpmvinbalgwemmant view 
education as the key to emnmic devehpmnt. As a reauk of this melily, our 
education system must adapt to the needs of the changicg labour market and 
establish closer ties wiM the private sector. Them has been a call to aner the 
C U ~ ~ J I U ~  XI that the focvs is on math, science, enterpine. cwperative and 
technolwy based education. It is feil that these rubjeds will pmvida students wlh 
the basic skills that business feels that they wed to functnn in the global 
marketplace (McCann 1995). 
Somewhere in its woluiion, a shR -nsd in vrhy we educate students. It 
seems that we no W e r  impan kmwledge for lolawledge sake rn to teeth shldents 
m think ailkally, rather s c M  is kccming mlhing more than a site for job training 
for business. This realiimmplii with me business agenda asmey m longer have 
to pay for the naiming of nnployees themselves because the school system is 
altering itself10 do this trainhg formem. In -ce. this saves the m r p m  w o l  
millions of untold ddlen and R mstr the Canadian government and the Canadian 
taxpayer millins of dollan annuany instead. This then creates a cyclicei 
relationship whereby business has more money and more m h o l  and can make 
even more demands on our educational sys(em so that It bener serves their needs 
(Beckerman etal. 1992). 
THE NEWFOUNDIAND CONTEXT 
The business influsnu, in education can be evidenced in several 
Government of Woundland documents such as Change 8 Challenge (1992). 
Meeting The Challenge (1994). Stahrs Report on the Implementation of the 
Strategic Emnomic Plan (1994) and Adjusting the Course 1 (1995). What we are 
presented wlh is a totally new way of lmking at education that is a stmng break 
with how we have tradlfionally viewed our education system. The pmposed new 
approach places the education system at the centre of emnomic revival in 
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Newfoundland. m e  writers of mese reports apparenlly believe that them are 
cenain weaknesses h ouredKa#onal s+stem Mat are responsitde for Me problems 
that corporations ere facing on the intamakal level. 
AS a m8uU of *is, thm are h s e  who b e l i i  Mat schods should have 
closer links with the ptivme rador. The cumkulum lhat will mme abut as a rerun 
of this union will @ace a greater emphasis on science, math%matics, computer 
services, and bvsiness muses. In Adjusting the Course 11. is otated that there 
should be a Primary Core area of subjecls thaf will consist of mamematics. 
technology, and language: the S-dary Core area will mnrist of second 
languages, soaal studies. music. fine am. and physical education. Subjects afher 
Man those mentioned am mnsidered lo be 'MKMB' and are lo be taught at the 
discretion of Me school. This new mre cuniculum is designed to teach students a 
sklil sel that Will turn them im a Uedble, adaptive workforce that wil re-vitalize Me 
economy of Me pmvince. 
The Newfoundland government is nol ading alone when il deddes on these 
new government poliies as n has been influenced by the St. John's Board &Trade. 
This is a relationship Mat hlh rsadily admit to. 'Basically the Board view. the 
education system as -1 lo Me dlvenlcalion of the economy, but insists Mat n 
bemme more resp~nsive lo the skill requirementr ofthe bushess mmmunity'. and 
aMe to meet the future demands of Me mahlplam! As'skilled human c e w r  will 
ultimately fuel emnomic dwewment, the province needs 'a more h'ghly-rkilbd, 
better educated and more flexible wwkforce'vilfing lo acceptfumKlreducation and 
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baining'(McCann 1995. p.17). These sWI requirements Imnsla!a into an emphasis 
on me mro s u b w  horn Adiusthg the Couw 11. 
It is impntant to note the4 ma all ducaton see as their mission the above 
goals. Gimux (1993) considers himsM a r a d i i  educator and as such, he 
questions -red i n s t i i a  and W i n g  assumplbns about our edvcatianal 
system. Gimux also argues that he can never mnceive of an educabbnal inrtmJtion 
such as Haward defining its3ii by a primary mnsiwn of me pmmdon of industrial 
gmwth. If such an elitist instiMion mat wa revem would never define ibeH in 
economic terms. how can we take an opposite *rice when vicwing education in 
Ulis pmvince and make economic rewms the faus of education? 
The linkage between corpomlbns and universities is strengthening as 
econamicfoms draw the academic and corporate mmmunilies together. As mort 
of the liilerature indicates. mere seems to be m r e  o fa  push fmm business and 
government internt fathis mrporatwnivenity linkage. Thii point is made evident 
in several government putiications calling for closer links. Though schwls can 
stand to gain much fmm his maniage, a potential concern should be that 
CorporBtions will want too much control -what is taught and reseatched. 
Badow and Robertson (1984), discussing Nel Pomman's 1992 book 
Technoply say "Posbnan sees sd'cds as one of our ptimary mans of socializing 
the young into technopoly. a culture that subjugates peopb to the interests of 
technology, ebvates the pursuit of qua* of information wer meaning. and 
divorces the popdawn fmm b d i  syaems. as information management has no 
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mml mre .... One wonders, however, how schools can meate msaning among 
children bombarded wiih meaningleas b i i  of informati not attached lo any 
owanking principle beyond devotnn to more and better access to more 
information' (p.149). There is m douM mat the link between business and 
educaiin is strenglhening. This is an Daunena (hat canm be prevented, but as 
educators, we would be negligent in our role if we were silenfly accepting. 
In formulating me memodologyformis mdy. it is impatam to m m b e r  mat 
methmldogy indudes rot only memod, bvtmew and epinomolqly. Melhodokgy 
is in fan the point where method, I h q  and apislemmgy maleace in an overt way 
in the proms of directly investigating specific instames within the social world 
(Harvey 1990, p.1). In a general way, h e  mdyM be auenced by cMical themy 
of education and by a diaWU1l appmach to knowledge. 
In a mre spscm way. this wnk will be an edu-nal cnical ethnographic 
study. What is ihportant for cnical ethnography. however. is met the probing of 
the s u b j w  meanings is not the end of me story The group opnabs in a socio- 
h i s t o ~ l l y  s& milieu and is not independent of structural factors. Their 
meanings may appear to be gmup centered but are mediated by structural 
mncems' (Harvey 1990. p.12). 
Ethnography is "a m&od of fief- research ... where me researcher 
attempts to enter imo the culture of a particular group and pmvae an account of 
meanings and a* fmm theinside" (WSullivan eta1 1994. p.109). Elhnography 
is not only a way of understanding and expraining how Pmple make sense oftheir 
lhves; it also amounts to a form of knowledge and meaning about wltun). (Geertz 
1993. p.6). m e  ethnographer is mnhonted with a myriad .of mmplex conceptual 
smctYres ...whibl are at once strange, inegular. and Inexplicn, and which he must 
contrive somehow firsl to grasp and then to render (Hammerslay and Atkinson 
1992. p.2). Geem (1993) likens emnography lo the 'mnstructbn of reading' Dfa 
foreign manuwt.  The eth- is f d  with W pmMem of bMgbg the 
cunural distame betwaen himsdfmersa(f and the wlure w gmup under &dy in 
Order m paint an -rate piclure of that gmup. The wimn accwnt of the wltum 
under study by the ethnographer is e x w e d  to '...clarify what goes on in such 
places, to reduoe the punleme nt...m wkich unfamiliar acts emerging out of 
unknown backgrounds nabrally give rise' (Ham-ley and Atkinson 1992, p.lB). 
Ethnography, as a memod of w L d  analyois, has tradiinally been canied 
cut within the Wd of anthmpdqn. Emnography is imreasinghl being appropfiated 
by other discipliner, including education. Oaspib being a relatively new methcd of 
investigation. ethnography has devebped as an increasingly imptiant means of 
analyois. It has been argued that mis trend has develwed against a backdrop of 
growing unease with tradhonal qualitative and quam'ive empirical research 
methods. 
While h is the role of the ethnographer to enter into the ~ b m l  Mning and 
c=llecl data t m g h  observations and intewbvs. the e t h w r a p h ~  stiM has m 
interpret and decipher this infonnnan. It is necessary. but very difficult indeed. lo 
be able to interpnt observed behavwur and recorded inteNiew responses Wh a 
csnain degree of distance as an ethnographer. The ethnographer must amid 
spewlation and unexamined assumptions. You have only the responses that 
mlewi- ciwmeto tell YOU. Thls causer cenain iswas m a I k  in i-n 
because h is limited only lo the resp~nses ofthe subjeds under study. 
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The interview method can be defended for its ease of interpratation and 
insight 1 gives m the mnscious responses of respondents. The interview 
methad...ism bedefend ed... mlsimplvforlttaaccess lgiveslhe reseanhermlhe 
respondem consdous o p i n ' i  and statatemats but also for the accass it gives m 
me linguistic terms and catagoria ... through which respondents construct their 
words and their own understanding of their activiiea' (Marley 1992, p.181). 
For this study. dam was collected primarily lhrwgh interviews wim eight 
members of the businass mmvnity in Newfoundland. Allhmgh this is a critical 
ethnographic study, the interview quest is  am open, but structund. They are 
built amund concepts such as the a i m  of edu- and grounded in the notion of 
the influence of business in education. The specik questions that were asked 
were: 
I. in Canada, we have tradibbnally viewed education as a public service that was 
a right for our citizens, do you see this view as changing? 
2. Da you think that them has been a shill in mr school system? Where there 
once was a strong emphasis on knowledge. there is now an emphasis on 
infanation? 
3. Newfoundland government documents such as Change and Chailenw and 
Meeting the Challenge, Present a way of looking at education that is a stmng 
break wlh haw we ham traditionally viewed our educatiwn system. We are 
actually Imking to our school system revive Me emnomy of the province. 
The implic~tan is mat lhwe !s a weakness *, our &I system. Do p u  agree 
wlh this? 
4. Do you think mat mere should be an emphasis and focus on math, ocienw. 
enterprise, -peralive education and tsdmlogy based education as me 
Newfoundland government is calling fw? 
5. Does business have an infiuence in education? 
Should business have an hflusnw in educatan? 
6. IS the business agenda mmpalib4a wilh tradhbnal educational a im?  
7. What is the value and need of corporate sponsored wniwlurn aids? 
DO you think that shxlems am presented wlh a biased cumiculurn? 
8. Should me onus be on schods to build me economic fuhre of the emnomy7 
9. What do you see as me value of putting me emphasis ar Iwhaals to impmve me 
human resource pwl for the economy? 
10. Does The Norm Arne-n Free Trade affect educfiion? 
How do you 866 The No* American Free Trade affecting education? 
These extended indepth interviews were audio taped and tranxribed for 
analysis. All interview- mnduded in me sub,& businsas o m s .  G i n  me 
nature of c-1 emnwraphy. quesbbns and categorks were generated wimin the 
interview. The reauks of mese htelviaws were m m w d  and dmnbssted with the 
current literahre as well as NewtOundland government reports. The reparts mat 
were used in this W y  were: Change & Challenge: A Saategic Emnomic Plan for 
Newroundland and Labradm (June 1992): Meeling The Challenge: Slatus Report 
n 
on the lmplementabbn Oftha Strategic Emmmic Plan (Januaw 1994); Adjusting 
The Course 1 (1895): and Status Rawrt on the Irnpl~mentation of the S(racgii 
Economic Plan (January 1995). 
Over a hm month period. I interviewed sight members of the Wsiness 
community in the province of Newfoundland. The eight interviaweeD consisted of 
two females and sk  males, ranging in age horn early thitlies to late Mties. All 
interviewees hold prominent posmns within the business mmmunity. D& horn 
these imerviewa was anawed in the contexi ofcunent and relevant literature and 
policy statemanta. 
I have ex- the mnsistencies and inmnsirten-s between a&ns and 
words in terms of s i ~d !~ ra l  f ctoro: inwsmated how the wbiectr ree grwp norm 
and practices mnsbained by Bnemal pocial factom; and noted how prevailing 
ldeolcges are addressed; and analyzed the extent to which subversive or resistant 
practices transcend prevailing ideolagical forms. 
PRESENTATION OF DATA 
For h purpose of this Mesir. eigM s u m  were imrviewed over a (wo 
month period. I dlme to interview a cross SectiDn of mamben from the business 
mmmunny in the pmvince of Newfwndbnd because i specifically wanfed the 
feelings. thoughts. and points of view of me vamus member. of the business 
c w M l u n W t O w a d h ~ a n d M o f e d ~ i n M e p m o f N o w f o u n d l i m d .  
I felt that the point of view of these busims leaden was essential to capblre the 
question of this thesis that i want to answer. 
The intewiewa urere t a p  remrded with the permission o f h s e  intehewed. 
The interviewees were asked ten spec(Rc qvenims and not all interviewees 
answered all quesIhm. While questians were specific, each interviewee had their 
own interpretation of the qu-s they were asked. Fmm the responses I 
received, eight separate categories emerged. The findings from the data will be 
presented in these eight Megories along wim direct quDtations from Me wrious 
interviewees. lntewiewees will be identilied by a number only. A profile of the 
interviewees follows. 
intervi-l Male, late Mties. President of a major Newfwndland 
c o r p ~ n .  
Intervie- Male, late Mfies. CEO of the Newfoundland branch of a 
National mrporatian. 
Intervie- Female, eady fomes. President of a Newfoundland business 
association. 
Interviewer)lt4 Male, mid thirties. Vice President of an Atlantic Canada 
owned and operated business, 
lntewiewe#S Male. aadythirties. Owns and operates his orm business. 
Is actively irnralved in munlpal politics. 
InterviewwU6 Male. early fomes. Vim Pmaent of the 
branch of a NatiDnal mrpomtbn. 
Newfoundland 
IntemkweeW Female. mid thirties. President ofa NewfDundland branch of 
a National Cornoration. 
Interviewe& Male. early fomes. Owns and operates a private business. 
In mnNnctbn wifhthefindkks dmmbenoftha busi-mmrnunily. I also 
Studied s numberof Newfoundland govemmentdocuments. All ofthese dowmnk 
State specfic rsmmmendal'ira for educatbn in the pmvince. The documenb that 
I referred to were: 
Change (L Challenge: A Strategic Ewmmic Plan for Newfoundland and 
Labrador (June '1992) 
Meens tba Challew: Status Repwton the Imp(emnta1ian ofthe Sbategic 
Economic Plan (January 1994) 
Adiuaing The Course 1 (1995) 
Status Report on the Implementation of the Strategic Emnomic Plan 
(Janusv 1995) 
EDUCATION AS A PUBLIC SERVICE 
In di~cussDn with interviewees. I asked the qwsl'on: In Canada. we haw, 
traditionally viewed education as a plbl i i  service that was a right for wr citizens. 
do you seem$ view as changing? All ink- in(erpnted the wod education 
to mean secondary and wtaecondary adudon  
A large number of inlervi-s aaw pmkkms rising wilh regads to post 
secondary education. Many were mncemed wim increasing blitm maw and 
the large a-nt of rtudenta applying Lo thew post semndary insMu6ons. 
'1 m e  Dmblerm adsino with rtudanrs accers into msl remndaw levels. 
~ d l e &  and univsrsi~;~ will become more expen&. and semnily, them 
will be increasing pressures at the secodary level hom business to pmduce 
the klnd of students that they require for their mfkplace.' (Interviewee #I) 
Another inlerviewM raid 
'It is more dificun to get an education. It is not as accessible as it once 
was.' (Interviewee #3) 
Most recognize mal a shM is taking place and be l i ie  that there should be 
reform to me e d u a n  system. Interestingly enwgh. they did not offer concrete 
examples of exadly whal this change shwld be. Many agree that there are 
increasing pressures hom the business mmmunity to pmduce a 'better grade' of 
student speciflcaily for me business mmmunity. 
'Rioht now I think mal the whde -1 remndarv education svslem shwld 
cha-we and is going to change Po'usar pay bas&. I think thatwhen society 
had more money in the 50's. 60's and 70's il was a great thing to be handing 
out degrees and to beeducating people forthe general good, but I think Mht 
now il is shiiing and *should rhii." (Intewiewee 15) 
While another p e w  said 
'...the regular public aptem is a right and il is a dght for p w p  In be aMe 
to go to s c h d .  Hwwer. me post semndary system is bemmii  very 
elitist. There are many reaMno for this, one is the physical amount applying 
will keep some out. Tuition hikes are making it impossible far everyone to 
go10 schml. The bash are a tight. il is a buyers markat for anfling over 
and above this.' (Intervnewee M) 
Many believe that business is starting to have an imas ing inter& in 
education due to govgmment cutbacks. Government does not have adequate 
amounts of funding to funnd imo the edu&n system. bul business offen does. 
Because ofthis increasing mhne(ary conbibutbn. business naturallyke(s that they 
should have a stmnger v c b  in the cuniculum. Then, wes n e w  any mention of 
business actually pviding a training pmgram for new employees. The onus fw 
this seems lo have fallen on the backs of educators. 
'I think that educatim is changing pmtmbly bscause governments have 
limited resources, and often, education is an area they will iwk at for 
cutbacks.' (Intelviewee U4) 
While another person said 
There IS an obllgatnn on the m m u n w  to pmwde baslc educatm to all 
those who want lo avail d d I mmk that overall the school has not done a 
panocularly good ob of 611mq the mandate. and that now other Dartnes such 
as business. want a wstedmterest: (Interviewee # 6) 
Many interviewees fsel that mere mll be increasing pressure on the 
government to albv h s i n w  to have more of an influence in what is taught in the 
school system in this province. Many stated decreasing government c-cks as 
a key reason for this lncrwating influence. 
Wemll start seelng nvre and more of #I (hs# r *u  #nvulvement m aducsbon) 
as governmants 6m tnarralvsa m finamla1 dnticuny, they (schools) are not 
delwenna Lhe sewmor aualltv that the busmess mmmunltv wanls I don I 
thmk msiwe are mmcui~v a& at d d m m  a aualttv ~roduct In educabon 
in Canada." (l~erv1eweell6) - . . .  
Some ontmieweer were not wnied about me increasing iduence of 
business in the sdml system. They stated that it was a natural swlution that the 
school system. like evewing else, has to change to keep up wilh the overall 
changes that are ocarrdng in our saiety. 
'...our scdety in gen-1 terms is changing and educnimn of course will 
change with k but l M i  think mat a is seen as a PuMic SeM'ce: ( t n t e  
# 2) 
Many believe that the schools have not done a stellar pb of educating 
students in this pmvince. The intervPmes nated that the Newfoundland school 
Sygtem is not pmdudng the wrt of student that the business mmrmnny quires. 
This. mupled with decreasing govommentfunding, isthe reason why business feels 
that it should haw a vest& interest in education in this pmvinm. While all 
lnlewi-es agreed that there -Id be an increasing business influence in 
education many saw fi as a necessary d u k n  that will naturally occur in our 
society. 
SMiFT IN OUR SCMOOL SYSTEM 
The second question I asked was Do you think that there has been s shim 
from an emphasis on knowledge to an emphasis on informafion in our school 
system? 
All intervieweas generally am-d that thwe has been a greatesemphasis 
placed on math. -me and entrepreneurial educatm in the school system. They 
fulther felt that becauoe ofthis innease. there has baen a daaease in the amount 
of am and languages being taught. lmereslingly emugh, many inteNRwees state 
that me one area where studems are faning is in me area of language skills. 
What her been found is mat sMentr aeem lo have fallen behind in meir 
mmuniC860n skills. the abililies to mmmunicate orally and wrinen -mere 
has been a definite reductan in language skills. (Intetviewee #I) 
Many interv- saa that in a gensral pens8 business has noticed a shift 
in the skill set that students possess upon graduation fmm both high s c h d  and 
post-secondary inptibltions. They felt that the phldents are the ones b i n g  out 
because schools are not equipping students wM me necessary skills to hm-n 
effectively in today's business envimnmsm 
'...there's more emphasis on technical knowledge rather man on 
communication skills, language skills, and simple grammar. i find mat mere 
are a lot of people straight out of university mat simply do not have these 
skills. That is because may have fallen by me wayside and are not seen as 
Important. But they really are important in the business world and the 
schools and universlii do mt see this and they haw a continuing focus on 
technical knowledge.' (Interwewee #2) 
A spedfic area was =Red as needing improvement 
'...business in general feels there is a lack of cMical thinking skills 
particularly in the areasof math and ociem. m i e d  skills are somavhat 
lacking as well. Our sociW is beaming more information based and 
students need to havemetmlr to be able todeal wim this." (Interviewee #l) 
The intewiewees claimed that the very w b i j  mat our universlin were 
founded on are slipping to me backgmnd. These are the very subjects that give 
students meircrikal thinking skills and encwrage Ihsm to be 8ndependsmminke~s. 
Because o f  in-se in buainns and t~hn ica l  courses, students are getling a 
very n a m  educa(i0n. The interviewe%r felt that the goal shwld be to pmduce 
very well munded students that have a W e d g e  abwt a variety of subjects. 
"I would certainly say that there was a ahR towards information. A stiR 
towad skills acquisilian. Students do not knouthe classics anymore - this 
is knowledse based. We are detinitely m m q  away fmm this.' ( I n t o w e  
llJ) 
Whle another stated 
7he spscrmm (d counes) should be as bmad M wsmble. but us u n  t let 
our traddlonal subjects fall by the waysde -there subjecls belng general 
am. htstary. m r a D n v  lamruoe etc In oartlwlar m have to mncentrate 
on ~nstlll~ng love oriearnlng ;and research and thinktng P~~IIS SO that IKJ 
matter what job they ga Into, we knaw that they have the ablllty to learn ' 
(Interviewee #7) 
Furthemwe another interviewee fen that there was a definite emphasis 
being placed on informatbn and lechmlogy. 
There is a shDng shii to informaSon. Aboolutdy. the things that I hear 
about the moot are computers. very imnnation specific courses -there is 
rarely any ernphaoos on English. the classics. The emphasis seems to be in 
tshnology murses.' (Interviewee #7) 
There were those who felt that the shi i  was occurring as a direct resun of 
changes in the emnomy 
"me p d u d  has changed greatly, the pmduct is naw more market driven 
and a bit more eanorny driven." (Interviewee #5) 
Many intewkwees say that they fed that -dents should have a well munded 
education wlh  an equal amunt of lsnguge and math and m c e  skills. Many 
expressed s ~ m e  m- mat rchaolr am IDsing their ability to teach arts rm-. 
There should be more options availawe in the schoal syslem for lhe 
pragmatic. for mose who want to have more business related sklls. so irs 
safe to say that I would like me best ofbah worlds. We have to put that 
aaamst the backdmo of decreased fundim for education. If somebadv sail , - -  
t ime that me were go~ng to wllapse meiresent day huh school structure 
and we can gwe the sNdents ~SUW m a m  dnven munes. such as 
enmreneunal sklls or more mnded foundatm when, students focus on 
the am. I wuld pock the laner. I wbla love to have an optnon for both but 
I wabld plck the latter ' (Intervlewee a5) 
Many blamed the educetion sysmm itself for the type of SNdents tha are 
graduating from educatmnal insmutionr, going as far as placing the blame on the 
school boards. 
'There 0s a shih mt hom changing techrmqFl buc hom a never sndang quert 
by the fundmanes m me system for change for changes sake ana I monk 
that ws have m e  OR m a la of laments lust trvlna to make rum thsl ~ -~ 
curricul~m dev~lopment people have ~job."'(lntehieke 115) 
Interestingly, there was only one intervieweewho fenmat a shiRfmm a frms 
on knowledge to a fows on infwmlim had notoaumd in lhe sdaol m m .  He 
felt that the integration ofmmputen inb me school system does m neamnly 
signiw a change in the cuniwlum. 
'There hasn't been that great a sh'R fmm liberal a m  to techno log^ based 
education. I mink mecis an anempt to bring wmpumrs in. b;i use of 
technology does n n  imply that the mntem is technology. The medim is 
almost imlevant, suretechnobgy makes things more accessiMe butthat has 
I'tUe beating in my mind lo the adual subject maner." (Interviewee 115) 
There were intewiewas who fell that mere will eventually be a shifl back to 
languages and arts. They mink mat the honeymoon with mmputen and math is 
ending and there will be a changeoffaus. 
'...I mink mat you an, going to see at this stags of me game that there's an 
emphasis on math because of mmpulematnn. ll's a factor given mat the 
things they (computers) have been aMe to ammplirh are with numbers. 
spreadsheek ... but mw, the faus is turning to the creativliy of me content. 
SO the focus will turn and it will even out with more of an emphasis on 
creativity, languages and arts. Irs certainly golng far away horn the math." 
(Intervsewee #9) 
Another fell that mmputers will led to a decrease in certain skills 
" It would be a misteke for me school S W m  to link mmptsrs wim math 
because math skills are being 10% computers are d8ferent from books. 
Cornputen are a great Uea for anyone who has a natural curiosliy to teach 
themselves." (Interviewee (K1) 
Only one interviewee fen that there had not been a shim from an emphasis 
on knowledge to an emphasis on infonation. This interviewee stated mat 
computers were simply the medium by which to teach and they would never 
become the entire wrriculum. 
All other intervieweer wen, concerned abut  the increasing emphasis on 
intonalban and computers in our adDol system butthey fenmat I was a sign ofme 
changing times. They Mteved that this emphasis on tachnology over the arta will 
mean a decrease in language skills, and mus c m l  thinking skills. They fen that 
the real challenge on the rchrm system in Eght ofthis s h i i  is to emphasize me arts. 
languages, and c-l thinking skills. 
NEWFOUNDUND GOVERNMENT WCUMEMS LOOK TO M E  SCHOOL 
SYSTEM TO R E W E  THE ECONOMY OF THE PROVINCE 
Interviewees were asked to mmmem on me Idlowing statement. 
Newfaundland government drmments such as Change & Challenge. Mesting The 
Challenge. Adjusting me Course 11. and me 1995 Stahrs Remn on me 
Impcementation of me Shateglc Emnomic Plan, present a way of lwkhg at 
educabon lhat is a stmng break& ha*- have badmally vltrwed wreducaUw, 
system. We are adually lo0ki"g lo w r  sd-md system to -he 
province. The implication is thatthe weakness is in our schml system. 
Most intervie- agreed that a quality schoo( syaem is essential to a 
healthy and thnvlng emnomy. Many expresd mncem mat wr system, as it now 
exists. is not producing studhIhat are adequately preparad to meet me demands 
of Our emnomy and me challenges of living in a global village. 
'...a gwd education syslem is key to emnmic development." ( In tervbe 
1 4 )  
Many were concerned about the quality of educathn that w r  Wento an, 
receiving. 
'I think that il's important that we mntinue to try and make sure that our 
WStem keep up with dher pmvinces so mat h e  value of me educatDn that 
our choldm m-e IS mmparsble lo other pnrvmms, and globally because 
of tne challenger of the maricetplace and m, want lo hdp our emnomy I m 
mncerned that we may oe fall ng bahlm ' Ilntervlewse W) 
A vast m a m  ofMe infervieweeD fel that U%m was a ddnite weakness in 
our school system but they did not Mame the rchwl system for the state of the 
provinces emnomy. 
40 
yes, men, am veaknausr m m. rchm) plrtan, bu( mt  n m s a n ~ y  m me 
final goal of rsvlvlng me --aI the pmnce. It n nm n-sanly a bun 
of the schwl system ' (Intervlewee l9) 
Not surprisingly, many MI mat mere was a definite weakness 
in the area of mamematis. 
"...there is a weakness in our school system, especially in mfihematicr.' 
(Interviewee X4) 
They fan mat lhis weakness was prevalent in b d h  d a r y  and post 
secondary system and me Ldam was p l e d  M tsachen. parents. and rtudents. 
'I thmk that mere IS a d-ts skoRcommg on the pan of our educators 
I don t mmk that we u n  Mame *on aur kds. I monk the blame has to fall on 
teachers and oamnts ' 
(Intarvnwee ri3) 
Many blamed me semndary e d u c e t i  system fw the lack of shills and 
knowledge that students bring m the popt secondary -tam. 
Memorial University has had m emplw at least a dmen foundation math and 
Engllsh teachen That m abroludy nd#c~Ious tney are supposed m be 
educated by theor hgn school teachers Them should be no such thmg as 
a foundallon vsar That s what o d e s  10 11 and 12 a n  for Thatr. 
- - 
scandalous, & there 1s wmethmq Oa8n.a m a  somewhere Thev (the 
students) should came to universiiywitha university rating, that p;oduct 
should alreaay be made 1 don l m a  why we have lo spend a year unh 
these x ds l0 bnng them up m first year 6taNs 11 1s a waned nsoums and 
shows a temble ohoncom!na on Dan of the teachsn and Ihs oarents' 
(Intelviewee #5) - .  . ~ 
Other interviawee6 gave very speck examples of where the weakness 
exists. 
-The two bggast weaknesses a n  fundmg, and me . y m m  la probably 
gnndlng to a haii averme debma over me last rwo or mnre p a n  m tsms of 
Warm I lhmk refom s 8mWrtant. I can't S a Y  i ha* a S m O  fee11m On w h i  
that should be ... but i thin'k $1 is grinding t0.a halt and the; see& to be; 
general mnmsus  that there are ineflkiencier in the school svasm and I 
would 81ke m see that exposed and hopetully changed to sRiclonnss, that 
m y  be more books. moremputam mare teachers I guess that generally 
svsrylhtng could be ompmved ' (Intarv~evree (CI) 
Many ihterviwees were mncemed aboutthe mosI impollarri component of 
the entire educational organbakn - h e  students. They seemed to be the beast 
imponam arm of the whole system and, as a resun, the quality of stvdent is 
decreasrng. 
'The thing that we have lo* sight of is that the educational syrtem is 
designed w h  everyone in mind but the W s  who are me recipients of the 
sewi ce... l mink most psople -Id agree that the quality of kids mming out 
of school today I a whole lot m e  than it was a generation ago. " 
(InteNleMa $62) 
There were intewienwa who ' d  not feel that the prwince rhmm lmkto the 
school system to revive the economy ofthe province. 
.Any m n i n g  of the curriculum will not kick start the economy of the 
pmvince: (Interviewee #7) 
Many agreed wiih the a b w  quote. They fell that the school system was 
pmducing bright capawe students but because of lack of opportunity in 
Newf~undland these y n g  people were leaving the pmvince 
"...students will want to go and explore away horn Newfoundland because 
they know more of what ir out there. Our education syslem s pmducing 
bright, qualimed students, but they alwaw move awav because of better 
opportunity: (~ntarvmvee~) . . 
Conversely, many felt that there was a direct m l a t i i n  be(waen education 
and the emmmy. mey fen that a strong school system is an essential icgredient 
in a healthy Bmnomy. There was som concern abovt the pmr quality of Men& 
that our system is producing and me affed that this is going to have on our 
emnomy. 
'Yes. I think mat me Mum of Newfwndland is Miam on our remndary 
education system to feed the emrmmy. We need a gmd sold secondary 
education system.' (Interviewee PS) 
Many feel mal nudents are the mosl importam f a r .  
t h e m s t a n  4s mere We have to .tan wdh the kdr, a s a necessary but 
not sumaem mnsdm you have to hew as vsll as a number of thongs to 
have a Rmng ewnomy ' ( I n t e ~ w e  f f i )  
'Our syslem of education is nM creating a population thal understands 
busin-. Our system has failed miserably, all you have to do is Iwk at 
DthersDdeties where kMs wme outof the syMm and are rearing to go, they 
understand business. they are ambitious - w just don't have it.' 
(Interviewee M) 
One interviewee said that in de-ping munhies il has been shown that a 
sl id and thorough education is essential to a Pmopemus emnomy. 
There have been a lot of Dbldies done in Asia, where you hew many 
develaping mnlries ... and p u  by to find a mrmaton between theirgmwm 
and vosperitY and other factas inchding education, and you'll find that the 
sinale Slron(le01 ODmlation is with Drimaw school. amd basic schmlino to 
~t~;.. .~~wih is driven by tke rebiients that rw; there. not bv for&" 
capltal It requres the Muem themselves t o d m  the emnomy, for that y& 
need people who are wall ~aucatec people who are cnlreprsneunal anven 
ana m o t e  wno understand b~smess ' llnlerv8ewee f f i )  
 any !niew~eweas feel that because edicstlon 1s so cldsely related to the 
State of the emnomy, bvstness skould have a say m the school system 
"Soma element of ODmma~rzaIiin has to be bmugM Into the sdml 
system, mat accountability of the education PyRem to the business 
community has to be established here.' (Interviewee 114) 
One interAmee offered his view of what tha ultimate nnmme of educating 
students should be. 
'In our educatnnal mission, me fows rhrxltd be to give every child the 
oppomnity to fully devekp to meir own exwctatnns. As I see 1. an ideal 
ml*slon stalllrnmtls to take a chow and develop mat chm to mnmbute to the 
prmlnce and me pmvmcps a m a n y  n we am goong to Iwe m thlr economy 
am 10 thls soaay we have to mntnbute romethfng to n ' (Intewl-s n3) 
A majority of me intewiawees agreed wilh me Newfoundland government 
documents that state that me school synem. W PmpW mmked, can revive the 
emnomy of the province. Most agreed mat mere is a defmh weakness in tha 
schwl system because me schools are not producing caliber of person who 
POSS~SSBS a Stmng enbepreneurial drive and who can take on the challenges of 
business in the wvince. 
AN INCREASING EMPHASIS ON MATH, SCIENCE, ENTERPRISE AND 
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY BASED EDUCATION 
All onlewiswese were asked: Do you mi* that thare should be an emphasis 
on math. science. enterprise and moperative education and technolqly based 
education as the Newfoundland government is caning for? 
Many agreed with this s la temt  raying that it Is a n-ly requirement. 
"Absolutely. prlhledy in m& and &nee SMls and especially in the high 
schml system.' (Intervlswee el) 
Yes, n has to be emphasized becauas the wave of the future is for these 
types ofjobr..." (Intervieuee#8) 
As W l ,  many fen an emphasis in these subjects absalvtely essential in our 
changing economy. 
' There has to be an emphasis on meth and science because i t is w 
important In the modem emnomy ...' (Imetviemn, ffi) 
Though essential, not all interviewees agreed with this emphasis. 
'I think that's a part of what we have to do lo keap abreast d our dlldren 
and wr citizens somat they can mmribute m our econwnv and our omvince 
because we are a glcbal village. It may be unfortunate b"t it is ne&ooary.' 
(Interviewee t13) 
Many fen that the dihnma in lhs school system will not be solved simply Ly 
increasing the emphasis in h e  subject areas. The length of the time that 
students spend in me dassmam was cited as the real pmblem. 
-Partof me pmblem isthat we are rot doing enwgh ofanming. The sdm l  
day is tm short. the schml year is tm shart. T m  much time is wasted doing 
nonsense thing. Sure there shauld be more math, but there should also be 
more music and art.' (Interviewee #I) 
As well many fen that 
We are not challenging Me students enough. we are wasling a lot of time. 
If you add up the numbw of schml days that a dild is actually in the 
dassmom rtudying - them is not enough.' (Interviewee fi) 
Several also paid that muth and science were not me only skals that should be 
emphasized. Comrmnicabbn okiilr w m  cited as a definite area for impm'ement 
-1 notice it when I am in -rigs wwhen i M e W n g  recent grad"*, me 
mmmunicatan sk'dls am nol what *were a genemlbn ago.' (Interviewee 
M) 
Teachers were Mamed for sNdenls lacking thls skill. 
'I Mink mat me number one sksl is $611 mmrmnkalion. I don't mink that rrt, 
do a very gmd lob of l e a d i  it at al. (In(ervieues ln) 
Many inteNieweas fen that the s c h d  system sbuld changa with lhs 
emnomy to give business the kind of employees that business requires 
'...lake a loak at how our emmmy is changing and the educsMn syrtam 
is not changing and equipping mdents with the skills and the kmw!4ge 
thatthey need to meelme needs d Iht, business mmrmn'W." (Interviewee 
XI) 
It was fen that increased eRiciency war essential fw -ems to function in 
a changing business environment 
The Bconomy is changing. I s  far more le2hnokgically intensive. more 
knOwledae and information based. The business envimnment is mvina 
more to ;service orknted business mmmunlty and I s  more knowledge an; 
8nformabOn bared As tnlr banomon s oaurnng. Udr comlng out d schaol 
aregang to have to be more tecnno(oglcal1y pMlclent, they wlll need gmd 
cnllcal sk111S m the areas of mam and science ' (~nre- Il)  
Several intervieweas felt that entrepreneurship is definitely l-ng in new 
graduates. 
The rludenls have to be more enterprise fowsed, more adaptable. mre  
enbepreneunal. they have to understand the economics of business.' 
(Interviewee # I )  
F u r t h e m ,  several lamat enae-unhip is something that yw canmt 
teach because il is sonmlhing that yw have inside yw -you either have il or you 
don't They also fen that Msra was a deliniie problem wim how enterprise and 
moperafive education are taugM in t b  schml system. 
.If these subjacts are going lo be taught. L h q  shwld be taught by those 
people who actually are. Unfomnately. I is not It is taught by teachen who 
really have no experience lo teach Ihese subjects.' (Interviewee Its) 
There were in terv iew who d!d mt agree wim this focus. They fen that 
pu16ng an emphasis on these aubjeda was rot nesemdy in the best interm of 
the studenls 
'H gh school should leave stud- 4 a pmrallrsd renx of educstnn 
Overthe yean. our unlvwsw System nas changed tmm bemg a gmsralaed 
arts and suence ~h4(oamhlcalIv based lnnmon lo belna make1 dnven ' 
Many also wondered what the expsnse wouM be lo the student. 
'I'm not entirely w!d to that new dogma .... Whelher not being more 
pragmatic and being mom mahet driven. hid, seems lo be what they are 
getting at. is better for the greater student, can only remain lo be seen.' 
(Intervo-e lf2) 
Many felt that high school ahauld leave s l u w w i t h  a generawed sense of 
e d u w n .  The wniculum should be well rwnded and give shldents a goad 
foundat~ln on which lo build 
I really look at high schwl as a fwndation, a. a bmad based liberal 
education. It is nice if yw can thmw in some elective. that are teasers for 
university. teasen for he mne enhpreneurial and market dwen mumes." 
(Interv8ewee #5) 
'The classics and PhikoDhv, the mims that universitv was buin on are 
recelvmg lltle fundtng Unmrades hBM taken ea& of the she fmm 
phloswhy to pragmstnsm. so I dant thlnk there 1s any need to do d m  the 
hlgh ICnM16 (lnlBMeYOOL11) 
Several feitmat all subj& indudicg music and sports should be foslered. 
' We should encourage them 10 mdy all besaonr, be a&s on sports. to 
stddy mwnc and to be l n~ l vsd  wh as many thlngs as possible rawer thsl 
D U ~  100 much emDhllSL on luslonsthmo ... The amohasn should be an the 
well munded individual to give them m&y options ' (~ntiNeWie Its) 
Many thougM that it was more impoiiam for mdenk to have an overan 
knowledge. 
W e  shovldnt be plgmholmg s w e m  om0 6n~e slmams, we should be 
producng dl munded Mas who know a bl about cveMmng and a lltle 
abodt one or 1*o thnngs ' ( ntew#ewss 117) 
There were M 0 6 ~  i- who sWed mat there s h o v  not necessarily 
be a focus on math and sciences ncw because it may be tw shon term. It is 
impolrlant to look into the hrmre. 
The real thing especially in the eady grades is to mate a well munded 
Penon oecauu, you don't Wo*, what that pemon 0s golng to be gmd at 
You don1 know whPt sknlls they wnll need thorn/ yean hence What we a n  
twlng to do 0s to gws that cham as many o~tlons as pasowe ' (Intsrv~swee 
rt6) 
There were those who wonied abavt Me type of &dent that high schools will 
pmduce by focusiyl on mese wbjedr. They felt Ulat a mwe broad based liberal 
sducatim was essential in creating a well munded person. 
'We shwldn't just have to deal with science and math because for a lot of 
kids, they are jusl not great in mese subject areas.' (Interviewee #4) 
" You cannol build a goad house w h t  a gmd foundafan and I mink that 
high schd  is where wegetmisfoundanm. You M I  mate a nlce shatterm 
a 
pmdud by focusing on math and the dams. M I don't kmw uRI& hip. of 
Person it mll create. In lha long term YMI Will nm same a bener -ety on 
that ' (Inte~ewse US) 
As well, several interviewes cautioned about lhis increasing emphasis. 
'Hopefully Ihis (emphasis on math. science, emerpriM and mopHati 
education and techrology based education)WiU nat h a ~ m n  atme demmsm 
of all the a m  and science munes. I would be extremeiv concerned fmm a 
system polntof v a w  matwe concentrate on there too mud, asany some 
people are adem at things &her than math and sclence All courses and 
subleCtO have I m m n c e  m the boa Dlctun m a  8s omomant sue- 8s 
Imponant. but they are nm the be aii and the end all " (l&rewea W )  
There~grrthDseWhOfenthatgoM)mmerdshwld n albw businessto have 
any real influence in high school curriculum. 
'Govemmerd is trying lo cater to business. Business is saving to 
gwemmsnt. and they have a gnat say m government. the mdsm oilput 
1s not up to scratch. 11 should be geared more b a r d  thlr and mat I don't 
agree rrnh mat and. In fau. I mad somewhere that Mere w a  a trend more 
toward llberal educabon ~n unlversdles " (Interv- t 5 )  
Most i n l e w ~ s  belieVBd that p m k b c y  in math, science, enterprise and 
cooperative education are essential tods for students Lo have so that they can 
contribute to Ihe global emnomy. They caubbned however that n should n d  be al 
the expense of omer rubieds. InteesCngly. il was stated that sdoo16 should be 
focusing on language and wmmnication skills as a pmfc ie~y in t bsa  skills is 
also required in the business envimnment. 
BUlWlNG THE ECONOMIC NTURE AND IMPROVlNG THE 
RESOURCE POOL OF THE PROWNCE 
InteTViBWBes m asked h e  quor6ars: 
Should the emphasis be put on sdodtto impmw h e  human raavrce pool forme 
emnomy? 
DO you think lhe onus should be put on schmls to build Me eco-ic future of the 
pmvince? 
A ma@Myoflhe i n t e r v m  said yesto bohthese q u  They fenhat 
il was Me mle of schools to prepare students to enter into Me wokfarce. 
'...schwls should be getting p e o P  ready fw today's Fconomy. Getting 
ready is h e  emphasis.' (Interviewee X2)  
Many wondered what h e  mle ofthe s c h d  mxlld be if L was n d  to prepare 
Students far Me Mum. 
Sure it shwld because L is a seiidefeating pnnice if y w  keep graduating 
people that have no use. no mind toward Me future..." (Interviewee #4) 
F u * e m .  several interviewees fell Mat schools had lo prepare students 
for ~ O ~ O R O W ' S  mlkfOrce and teach the skills that am necessary to achieve this 
goal. If this end is n d  achieved. L will have a dehimental affed on Me province's 
Vs. .  because if people urme wt of sdools and canna suppm 
Memselves. the stale has to support them and this means less revenue in 
the economy ...' (Interviewee W )  
Several suggested that there was a shii in emphasis bnn natural resourcas to 
human resources. 
.We cannot pump enough money into educatbn. and the only way that we 
are going to be a& to win hem is to not base our Bconomy on natural 
resources.' (Intmiewee #5) 
Finally. there were intewievraes who stated that business was the d i r e  
benefactor of the educational system, therefore, it was essential that there be a 
Secure marriage between the two mmmunilies. 
'it reatiy is the business wmrmnity that is going lo reap the invesbnew in 
education. We haveto make sure that the pmper linkages exid between the 
business mmmunity and the eduwtiin wmmunity.' (interviewee #I) 
There wars those imwieweas 4 m  foresaw a d layp in me mie that rchods 
wilt have to play in the future. Because of the pranhcea changing konomy. it was 
generally feii that it was necessary for achaols to mnsun wlh business in a d e r  to 
meat their requirement8 
mey (educatmx), have the responsibility to respond on a timely basis and 
an appmpriate bssis to the needooftheewmmy and businns. Maybe that 
means that education has more of an obligation that they have in previavs 
years. Maybe they should have more of a mnnenion with The Board of 
Trade w other business associations." (intervlewee #1) 
'Young people are going to have to be ready to delve into a changing 
emnomy, so there ia not much choice.' (intewiewee 115) 
Funhemore. r was ten that a twch ofreaiism noads to be applied to the big 
'Schwir and indusOy am operating too independently. I think them has to 
be an w W e  opinion and view brought into the p h m .  I think, to a degree. 
the emphasis should be put on schwls. and I think that we have to be 
realistic abut it." (Interviewee 113) 
OMer interviaweer had very definite Meas of what the mla of tho schaols 
should be. 
'7he edu& system is responsible lo the axtant mat it can make sure that 
a baseline is established in core skllk. and get as many kids as possible 
Mmugh. minim=ing the drop out rate, maximiring Meir potemial, and 
elevatlns the expeaatnnr m t e r n  of math and science." (Intarviewee rtB) 
Furlhern-ure, h was generally f i rmed that lo some extent pchwls are a 
human resounx, paol. 
'In malW, the uilmata goal ofachods 1s lo take m e  and make them 
a funaonng, mnmbuting mmbar of our somw To that degree. they are 
a human nnwne We have to emohaalze somehow that we have to war* 
and we have to lave in this sociely.' (Interviewee 113) 
There were thozn who felt Mat the schml system w a  of guidance. 
It was fen that there were 90 many gwp wanting a lay the educational system 
that unfortunately, no one gnwp war being heard. 
'I think that me schods shwld get -1e ready but Me unfortunate part in 
my mind is that Me schmls do mi know wtlatthey aregetting sludents ready 
for. There are so many gmups pulling pressure on the schwi system that 
at times. Me school system does not knw who to listen to." (Interviewee 116) 
There were M s e  intewiewees who were more sympemetic to Uw, pressures 
being placed an the education system. 
'They (the school n/smm) cannot be e m i n g  lo Bverybody. They can be 
genemiisla and get peop(e ready for society." (Interviewee Xg) 
Conversely. there were those interviewee. who fell that it was not the mle of 
s~hools to cater to the needs of business. They felt hat me school's mle we% to 
give students an overall. general educatiDn and instill in students lhe abilityto learn. 
m a r s  not mek mb A schml In dong its pb, m l  lay lhe necssaay 
foundatlo" for our tuhlre d they cnate a wl munded, hqhly educaled 
~namabal That's as far as thetr mandate goes Boer ( I n l e w ~ w e  fP3) 
Furthemre. they fen that the rehod system should rot be held accountable 
for the economic future ofthe pmvinee 
'I don't think that educatDrs are in any way in mat wi t ion when, they can 
make that conneclion. They are educaton, they are not emmis t s  or 
business people." (Infarviewee #3) 
A number of interviewees f& that all group should be woIking togethar to 
determine the bed muna of acton for the schwl system and the emnomy 
'Someone has to mma up with an agenda romauhere in the mmmunHy, it 
has to be a mdt#.leveled am(rmach. n has to be bust"- and lndusty and 
education and the general publ~c Them h a  t o w  some knnd of cansultalon 
aone as to vhat 8s needed OLI them rn buron- and ~nduatry ' (Intewlewes 
$6) 
There were those who fell that the symm is pmducing qualily duden&. 
"Our schml system. thus far, has been pmducing qualiw -dents and ll has 
not helped our Bmmmy in any way. Revamping a goad system will not 
make this pmposed turn amund happen.' (Intewiewee#7) 
The fault was placed on the emnomy for not pmviding jobs for these 
qualified young people. 
The pmMem is that there are no jobs in this province. that is why young 
people are moving away." (Interviewee *7) 
One intervi- stated the pmblem suminctly when he suggested that all p8rti.s 
taka ownemhip and responsibli 
We all share that reaponribilii. Schools should not be immune fmm 
sharing some ofthe mponsibilii. Schoal plays a mle, busimsr plays a 
mle. parents play a mle. You canna put the entire Dressurn on the school 
system.' (Interviewee #4) 
The changing mle of the schad system was deemed a major facmr in the 
revitali&im of me pwince's s m q .  Itwasgenemy ammRd hat  the schwi's 
mle is to prepare students to enter the wokforce and lo become fundioning 
members ofour society. It was also sbonghl s u m  that businesa should have 
an increasing iduence in the wniwlvm hat is taught in the schml system It was 
fdt that this should happen because the province's -nomy requires a mrpoate 
influence. 
NAFTA'S EFFECT ON EDUCATION 
lnleTVieW888 were asked if they saw the North American Free Trade 
Agreement as having an affecl on education. Interestingly. the majority of 
intewiwmea did not mmment on this quesfion. Those who did mrnment. fdt that 
Ute North American Free Trade Agreement and educmii were entirely divorced 
ham each other. They failed t o w  how NAFTA wwld affed education. 
There was a smaH quamiwhodid W mat eduCaUonwwId be affmec and 
it muid in fad be seen as a mmmodii. 
Yes. NAFTA will affecf education. What- trade does is open the playing 
fieid in all areas and trade is in people as well as pmducts and pervhes.' 
(Interviewee M )  
There were lhwe who fen that the aRect on eduwmn -Id be positive. 
They cited a changing global ammmy as a key reason. 
'NAFTA will effect education in a goad way, we have to come to grips wilh 
tha idea that it is a global world.' (Interviewee W) 
This interviewee further lhought that NAFTA will have a p~sitive affect and 
be beneficial to the student. in the bng run. 
'I think that it is important fw our children to have apprec(albn of the 
inmm&nal nmre of buoi-. m e  more open minded our education is in 
that respect - then eveym it a winner. Free bade will change me way that 
Canada exists." (Intewlewee W) 
There were those who felt that NAFTA would pnaent a challenge to our 
existing swem hom a mmpst i i  point of viaw. 
'NAFTA will a fbd edu&on Me same way it has impckd business. Our 
mmpaiion is not just fhose mmpanies in the pmvince. but mrnpatiion has 
become nalhnal and international. In tenns of this, we may have a 
mmpelilive disadvantage in the nudents that a n  mming out of our school 
system and the knowledge thatthay have. So. I gwss that the impact that 
NAFTA has had is that il has made it more challengnng to our education 
system." (Interviewee tll) 
This same interviewee felt that the schaal system should pmvide student. 
wilh a basic education. Education war cned as being dHferent from training. 
'Many busmesses will say matthe pduubon sptsmls Important m pnrvd~ng 
eaucamn. provrdlng rame =lulls and banmng, out mslnly educatnn Pcople 
UII no( be wDnlng for the same mmDanv lor the rest of thar lwss and thav 
wli need mnrtanirelnining. The b&in&s mmmunity has more and mok 
of the training mle of educatian.' (Intew- #1) 
Therewas one intenviewee wko klmat NAFTA will badebimental lo e d d n  and 
to the NevdamWm ecommy in gonwol. It was W that the Bcquisilbn of 
educalion skills in this pmvince are not up to par with the remainder of Norm 
America. 
'NAFTA will have a n e a m  a M  in Newfoundland. When the free bade 
agmmwrd gets hanslaied w80 the free moyement of p.opls. i thmk that we 
w I be leu out m Ihe mld I do not thlnk Inatwe have the skolts to mmpete 
wnh the mad Mrth Amenca Overall sklb are lscknng ' (Intervlm+ NZ) 
American Free Trade Agreement will have a tremendous impact on bdh business 
and education. It is going lo open up me playing field in all areas and add an 
unprecedented degree of m m m n  lo all areas. 
BUSINESS INFLUENCE IN EDUCATWN 
Intervieweas were asked a two pan question: Does business have an 
influence in educatiwl? and Should business have an idusnee in ducatan? 
A vast majarily of the inlervieweas felt that business should have an 
mfluence in educatrn. II wa suggened Wal business. in fad. should be mwe 
influential in the rchwl system. me majar reasan for this was to ensure that 
students am empioyable when they leave the mhwl system. There were 
intewi-es who c a M  abwt the extent of this influence and a small number 
ofthose who fell thal business had no place influencing the school system 
There were ikllEWiewees who suggested that the educetiin system is changing. 
They say mat h e  educdhn smem is altering its curricvlum to equip Mudents with 
me skills they need to secure jobs when Mey are ready to enter the workforce. 
'I'm not rum if business is starling to infiuence education or if the educabn 
syaem is bmming more pragmaticand sman. I think the educa(ion system 
is starting to measure their wstomera and saying we have to match the 
needs of the mmmunlly with the cunhlum so that studems are better abie 
to get jobs when they graduate.' (Interviewee 114) 
This Same interviewee said that lhe busi- innuem is just beginning at 
the university level. 
' thlnk buslness 1s stan~ng to haw, an tnnuence n educsbon You are 
nantng to see more pmgams at Mmmal geared toward the buslness 
mmmunw, erpeclally becauseot Hebemla ' (Intewlwee a4) 
There m mose who suggested that lhe business mmmunity is the usmate 
mnsumers of the final educatnn pmduct, therefore. they deserve a say in the 
cum'wlum. 
'Busines~ are the uwmate dienb and they are mncemed abwt the level of 
the sludenb that are mming adoftha schwl system, they were n n  meethg 
their needs, they were 1101 equipped: (Intew%wee #8) 
Several inlen4ewess said hat businers pmbaW dce3 mt realbe the influence mat 
lt currently exem over educaliin. n was also &led that edyc~tom are open to 
suggestions fmm the business mmrmniiy and are willing to slier rmrses to ensun 
sludentr are e q u i m  with the necessary skills. 
'I don't know if business really undentands the fact that they have a big 
influence in education. When I s t  down wilh educaton. they say to me 'I 
didn't realize that wu needed tkse s d c  tvws of exoertiae. we can mar 
pmgrams towaRi this: There is alack oiiwareneis in tern. of what 
influence business can have on education.' (Interwewee M) 
Univemiliis. as well. am willing lo change their m u m  offerings to pmvide 
studen& with the skill set required for the business w d .  
Busmess never dlmcUy asked for thrs mnusncs, unbarshes naturauy 
evmed to thls because of the pmr emnomy U n m l a s  want ahldentr to 
be able lo qet lobs when lhev oraduats and lo ensure thos thw ader 
pqrams thk will hopefully give employers what they want." (lme&wea 
#2) 
It was also fen that business should have an influence over univemiiy course 
Offerings because many of the courses that students have to mmplete ere not 
necessan'ly aimad at preparing studeh for today's workplace. 
'Business should have an intluence. I think that univemilies put shldenb 
thmugh a lot of needless munes thal am nm alwaw messarv. I think 
eduwton think Uley are necessary but they are not partleularly &levant in 
the workplace and they do not a k y s  help sbldents. If business has an 
influence they can gear murses toward what is necessary and relevant for 
the workplace.' (Interviewee #3) 
It was also noted that technology mume &rings were on the increase. 
'It dws have an inRuence and we can sea this in the huge push in recent 
yean bward technology based courses." (Interviewee #7) 
The skill set ofstudents was alw b w M  into wertion. R w a s  fe!i that m s u W n  
wlh me business community war esremial to enwre thalMe skill sel of graduating 
students war current for today's mawlace.  
-Them has to be mnrultsbm wm business hxause may say them IS na 
need to nmd ma mar*etplscs wnh a wrtaln set 01 swls because mem IS 
already an ombundance ' (Intervnewee as) 
As well. 
me re  has m be ongolng doscuss~on bsavwn business and nndvrtry 
ORenllm(1s the technoIan rvlll &van.=¶ so quruy vdhm busmsss and 
maustrv that somstomes these colleaes am n u  keeolm uo wm thls mu, and 
they am graduating students withan archaic set i f  ;kills. ~ h e s e  skills 
obviously have to be market driven' (Intervlewee a) 
Several interviewees feit (hat business does have a large influence mainly 
because of economic reasons. 
'I thlnk 1 has a huge tnllusncs &cause governments mom am mn a n  
Rndlng themelves lnanclally strapped. They am urttlng up adnsovy 
mLnOls on the KDmrnv and lark fomes on educational trainim and there 
groups are all powlatedbythe business comrnunihl. Very rarelcdo you find 
somebody liberal minded on thesemunds as they are exdurively populated 
by hlgh pmfile businessmen.' (Interviewee f 5 )  
There were those who were cautiws about h e  enent of the influence that 
business should have in education. Though these intsrviewes fen that mere 
should be a business influeme, there should be W u a r d r  in place to ensure this 
influence is kept in Check. 
'Busmet6 should ham an mnuencs but not #n an ovsrt tashlon not so n 
dlmtes lln So we are sarnp we am gang m I ~ ~ R I C O  Me system this way 
because c a n  dl&v benefn horn It for a verv shml term The mflusnca 
should be more long limn, big picture." ( l n t e r v k  114) 
Furthermare. 
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"Business should have an influence, but them is a fine line that you da not 
want to go over. Y w  can basladm the education pmcess if there is tw 
much influence.' (Interviewee #a) 
It was suggested that the education system is pmducing good quality 
students but becaure of me m ima ' s  ecOnomic malily, mesa &dents am heaving 
the province lo pursue job oppomnli i  elsewhere. 
"There are a lot of busin- people that vitiche the educafion system 
because Uley say that we are graduating really gDod -1e and lhey are 
leaving the island to getwork, so they will cfiic#ze the system and mey will 
want to have a say in this system. The business influence should be big 
picture, what is in the best interest for lhe province for the long term.' 
(intarvnewae #4) 
It was felt Mat me real aim of educaton is the preparation of students for 
entrance into lhe wwkplace. Far this reason alone. business wants lo have an 
jnfluence in the educatiin system lo ensure students haw, me proper skill set. 
'B~siness hid have an imlue- because part of the aim of educators is 
to pmduce students that are ready for society and parl of being ready fol 
miety  is the ability lo antribute m sodew.' (Intervi- #7) 
Furthermore. 
"The greatest contribution a person will make lo this sociely is in the 
WOlnDrce so educatorswill have to make sure m a  studems are prepared.' 
(Inlerviewee rts) 
There were i n t e r v i m  who stated that there was no evidence of the 
business influe- in our schod system 
'I don't mink mat business has any influence in education at all. We have 
endeavored to have some.' (IntewIeWBe 116) 
It was also said that businwr should not have any m r e  ofa say man any other 
gmup wkc has a vested interest in educamn. 
'Business rhould rot have an ifiuence in edu- at all.' (Intenriewee 111) 
"Business should not have maeinfluence in educabbnthan any other group. 
any society should be well balanced.' (Interviewee U6) 
There were those who fen Mat business should not have any imlue- 
'...business peopre are n d  educabm. they a- 1 would rot 
want to see bvsiness have more of a mle in education than they already 
have.' (Interviewee #l) 
It was also suggeAed that busineu wants thin intluence over education for 
financial reasons. Bwe are graduating Mudents with a specific skill set for today's 
maIkelplaca, business d ~ e s  n d  have to spend their own time and money training 
for their own rpedc requirements. 
'Businesses do not train anymm and mey should. F i  years ago. almost 
every job had a mining program in place, now they rely on univerpities to do 
thls p b  for them. Because of Uvs. universities are losing their focus.' 
(Interviewee #2) 
There were mixed views on whelk, or not business does, and indeed 
should, have an influence in e d u d n .  However. a maiorly of the interviewees 
affirmed these v i m .  It was felt mat the goal of education was to prepare people 
for society and me vakfane. The skll set that shldents graduate with was seen 
as the ulblmate pmduct of the education system, and a skll set that will enable 
students to enter smmthly into the wollrplace was seen as esential. Increasmng 
government cutbacks was also cited as a reason for an increasing business 
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influence. Them were intervieweeh who agreed that them should be some 
influence, but who cautioned about an overt influence. 
CORPORATE SPONSORED CURRICULUM AIDS 
lntervie~~es were asked me quesM - What is me value of mrpcate 
sponsored curriculum aids? 
Several f a  that corporate -sored wniculum aids are increasing and 
inevitable. 
"Corporate sponsored cuniwlum aids are the wave of the future." 
(Interyi- #5 )  
Corpwale spnsored wmculum aids wen, seen by those in business as 
having a lmmendous benefit lo Ule mnpany. It is viawed by business as a gesixre 
of g € d  M I  toward me mmmunity and as being banmidal lo lhe educa(ion system. 
The feeling is mat business has me means to offerthese resources to the schwl 
system 
'...the benef* mat we get is mat we am viewed as a mmany in lhir 
community that is a gaod community player and Wing to help out. that we 
have m m e s  avaIIaMe m a  lhe schools can use and i is not mallv m a w  
ulem anything.' (intewiewee 114) . - 
It was also felt the1 
What it d m  fa us is Lhat i creams goodwill fa US and educators see our 
induslry as being pmdke  and helping. We are not just them lo advwtisa.' 
(Interviewee 114) 
"Corpcrate sponsored cuniculum aids can be bedcia1 lo all gmups. The 
students have a lot lo gain fmm ths." (Interviewee t 5 )  
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.I think that business sponwred curtkulum aidr an, an asset all amund: 
(Interviewee X3) 
It was staled that there partnerahips am needed in our changing emnomy. 
'I think thatthere is a mmadousamounlof value in ! h e  relalionshi pa... It 
goes back to the ttate of our economy, we need mom of those kind of 
partnerships.' (Interviewee #I) 
'I do not see a pmblem with 1. patlkulady in light of the educational 
cutbacks.' (Intwviewea #7) 
Though itwasgenerallyailinnedmstthese cumkulumaids can be bemfcii. 
il was felt that the business influence should nM be rn prevalent. 
'Yes. It can be a mutually tmeWal relalionship. I don't think mat bvsiness 
should have the ultimate influence in education." (Interviewee n3) 
Them wem interviewees who did M1 see sponsorship as an issue. 
Whether they are mrporme swnsMed or paid by for the student. what 
difference does it make7 Who sponsors is inelevam. Evewhing has bias 
in this life ...' (Inte~viBw%, M) 
Certain intelviawees who caumed against buslness sponsonhip. 
The lhlng that we have to mvem here IS a mmpany bemmlng more of a 
Player by drmg the school as t h s ~  vehlde m promote the use of the r 
pan cular produn ' ilntervoaa, Y O  
There werethose who fenthat business has the best intereat of the students 
in mind, but the oms fans m the shwlden of educakm to ensure that the material 
remalns unbiased. 
'It k up m the school board a the teacherto make sure them is no bias in 
the wniarlum, and that some sort of standard is in place. I do believe that 
most businesses out there would approach this legitimately and very few 
would see this as an oppotiunliy.' (IntervieweeItl) 
Many s m e d  that whL mese cumlurn aids are an asset. them should 
be safeguards in place m keep businssr mnteresls in check. 
'I think that h busines influence -Id be an asat all around. I think 
there has to be safeguards in &Maw, then has to be a buffer to make sure 
that not any one single business is not taking over any one single college.' 
(Intervi- #3) 
There was some m n m  abaut an wen business inRvence 
"I think thatmere has to be safeguards h place. There has to be a &rto 
make wre that not any one smgb business is noltaKkg ovw any one Single 
school or mliege.' (Interv~ewee #3) 
Many placed the n s p o n s i l i  of 'debugging' in the hands of the leachen. 
It was fen hat teachen should be able to v i e v h  currirulum aid with a critical aye 
and determine what is in the best intemst of Ihe student 
What we need in place is a safely net. You have to be able to say to 
business iusl because y w  are expanding our ho&ons and providing a 
s h l  with equipment. you do nol automatically bias our m. The crucial 
pan ic my view is a professionalized teacher class. The teacher has to be 
able to say Wnk you for your donatin ofa mmpuler, but d e n t s  there are 
five other mmputem that do the same thing.' (Interviewee 115) 
There were interviewees who fen that me business agenda and the 
education agenda were not at all mmpatible 
'I can pee the fear in it by all means. Business has an agenda which is 
bottom line based and education, we like to think, is not botlom line based 
but is quality based. These two agendas do not mesh and there is oRen 
conflict." (Interviewe%#l) 
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There were those who hn that the agendas mn very d i i rent  and were 
leery about the influence that business wants to have overthe e d u h  system. 
Whether Or not business should have direct influe- w e r  education ... 1 
don't think so because the agenda will be set toward their awn aims which 
is the fumllment of their own manet needs." (InteNlewee # 5) 
Many intervkweas suggested that athaugh the agendas were not 
mmpatible. traditional educatb~ l  a i m  are bound for change in this amnomy. 
'Not necersanly. but I don t thmk l,adttbnaI edummal alms are workng 
m lhns I don t thmmk thaws can rnalntaln tradmonal values # we want 
to flounsh m thls marketplace ' (Intewlewee L13) 
Several cautioned that because of this increasing business infiueme. the 
smpe of -roes being taught is narrowing. 
'No. Before we were Vying lo $miwe well rounded sludents. Now we are 
simply pmducing very k l d  s@ students who aeem to know one thing 
only.' (Interviewee #7) 
There was the prevailing M w g M  that a wntrmled infiuence was the ideal. 
Business should be treated the same as any other gmup whose voice has a dgM 
to be head in the curriwlum. 
'Peripherally, yes. I wuld like to see a m i m  influence as I feel an 
environmental gmup should peripherally amKt a biobgy murse that is bung 
offered.' (IntervieweeU5) 
There ware words of caution that the business influence should not be an 
overt one. 
'mey (the schwls) ohwM be infiuenced, but you do not want to see the 
educational agenda mmlly wntmlied by the business people because they 
have an agenda ...' (Interviewee f f i )  
AS well. it was thougm m a  mere should rot be a direct iduence. 
'I would liketo see enough mom mereformnSd beween Uw, two agendas, 
but not for business to dimdy influence eduwlbn.' (interviewee #5) 
Whilethis interviaweeagreed m a m e  business and edwlbn agendas were 
mmpatible, he was cautious aban tm much influence. 
'1 donVthink that% am all that far off... but I think it's exlmmely dangerws 
to have cuniwium that is designed spkifcally for business: (Interviewee 
M) 
Several fen that the school syrlem is too wncemed wiih upholding a 
demmtic ideal that can be a detriment to those studenb who do not fail into the 
median. 
'Many busmess people would say that educaton 0s so wugm up m 
accammodaung e v g m  and treabng everybody me same that the really 
~ntdllgent or mow below average sufhrr as a rerun ' (Inteweuee U1) 
The intewiewees seemed to be diva& on whether me business and 
education agendas wem mmpatible w mt. Regardless oftheir point of view. many 
cautioned that them should not be an overt intluence by the business wrnrnunity. 
Almost all felt mat same Influence was ssseniial to ensure students receive a &I 
rounded education and understand all pointr of view. 
DOCUMENT ANILYSIS 
There are a v a W o f  Mufovndland gwemment docyrnents mat have been 
produced in recent yean mat m n t  a new way of l o i o n  
that is a Strong break with how m have baditionally v i a  education in this 
province. For the first time in the history of this pm'na, the government is 
demanding an unprecedented, vigornus educatbnal reform. As med in these 
documents. membersof g m m m t  believe hateducatoncan revitalize me flailing 
emnomy of Newfoundland. There b a call for government, business. and 
educators to wak together to achieve this emnomic reform. As is staled in these 
documents, business is imeasingly plarng a rote in what is being taught in our 
schml srjtem and how it is being taugM 
CHANGE 6 CHALLENGE: A STRATEGIC ECONOMIC PLAN FOR 
NEWFOUNDUND AND UBRADOR (1992) 
The most prevalent view among members ofgovemment is that it is essential 
for Me pmvince b mate  a mmpelnive edge in order to maintain. and even 
increase. lhe standard ofl'king in me province. It is fen mat this is necessary in Me 
of a d a y i n s  global pammy.  Them is a call for gwemment, business, and 
educetors to work mgether to achieve lhis goal. 
"Government remgnizes that it has a respnsiMiito work with dher orders 
of govemrnent, business. labour. and academia to create an environment 
whch supports enterpnra and emnomlc dsvslopmsnt Consequently. 
su~port po11aeS mll fowr an devslwong me Pmvmu, s entrapransuns1 base. 
educatnng ana talnrng wr labour force ^ (Page 21) 
In a sbategy slatemem, lhe government dmments i n d i i t h a l  Me province 
Will undertake meerunr lo inbpduce -dents lo lhe benefits of entrepreneurship. 
In order lo a c h i i  this strategy. lhem will be a pmvincial campaign to develop an 
enterprise wlblre, as well as an inmasing government support of 
entrepreneurship. Them is a plan lo implementthis shiegy at me secondan/ and 
PSI secondary M I S  
sxpandnng enterprise eduutm lhrmghout lhe school system. 
enmraglng Msmonal Unlvsrwy. lhmugh the Faculty of Busmess 
Aammlshahon and lha Ccmrnunnv Coll- to exoand bunmess sklls 
. - 
training lo entrepreneurs in the Pmvime; ... (Page 23j 
Memben ofgovernment believe mateducaIion can turn amund he emnomy 
of lhe province. It is fen lhal It is essential to teach students the s k i  necessary to 
funtion and compete in today's marketplace 
"Educalion is the key to economic devebpment S W e s  have s h a n  
COnCI~siveIy that skills, qualifications, innavatbn and the adaptability of 
individuals are cMical determinants of economic performance and me 
success of enterprises.' (Page 25) 
It was generally affirmed that lhe education system as 1 exists. has lo 
change in order to meet lhe challenges ofthe economy. 
"The public generally perceived educab'on lo be the single most important 
element in facilkating a change in amtude. but indicated that they had 
serious reservations about the ability of the education syotem, as I is 
currently structured. to meet the challenges." (Page 25) 
In mis document. me government calls for a merging -n educafion and 
business in otder to make me wrriwlum Mat is taught in the rchwl system more 
Them is alm a general beliefhatme educah curriculum shwld be more 
focused. m r e  relevant and more challenging; that lhere is a tremendous 
need for better guidance and career counsal~na: and that there should be 
bmw links bet& the s d l d  system, me portIsemndaty system and the 
private sector." (Page 25) 
It was felt mat mere has to be changer and lmpwemems in the school 
system. It was also aRirmed mat there wah a need to improve equipment and 
faciliiies in w r  Sch001S. 
'People want to see increased mlidendes h me system and mey want to 
see the savings realized fmm increased eRidencies reallaatsd wilhin the 
education system to address i s  most urgent needs. such as improved 
facilities and equipnant, labofalaies, libraries. computers. bwko and other 
learning matenalp. - (Page 25) 
In andher strategy statement the gavemment calls for a doaw link between 
educatii and business in order to meet the demands of the marketplace. It is felt 
that the educstion system must be willing to change in accordance with lhe 
provinces labour needs. 
The Province will undertake inliniver to ensure that the education and 
training sysmm is more responsive to changing labour markel demands for 
a highly okilkd, innovative and adaplable workforce. Swia l  inilialives will 
be oursued which allow swemments. business and labour to work twether 
to fkpmve the level andbualii oleducaton, training and ratraining."?~age 
25) 
The gwmrnent has plans to rwbw me curriculum Mat ia cummtly being 
taught at aU levels in the -a edwabn system in wder to ensure ita' 
relevancy to sxiw and he -my. There b a call fa a new focus to be @aced 
on science, techmlogy baaed educa60n. as we41 as an iwreasing use ofmmputem 
and wmputer based technokgy. 
'...intmducing new pmgramr atthe imermediate and seaxldary he l s  which 
focus on me-sck-: enterprise. cwpe-e ducatan and technology 
based education; expanding the provision and use of wmpvtan and 
wmputer based technologies within Me schwl synem and developing a 
wmmehensive information technoloav dan for me Demmnt  of Education 
and'the school system; and axbnding the current post-secondary 
c-rad~e e d m t m  pIDgRm by lntl~dlng addlnnal deragnaed 
ompabons and exponng the appllcabon of woWstudy m m p b  to the prp 
ailprent cerhlp programs ' (Page 26) 
Change & Challenge alsa cites the educatbn ryrtem as the key fa307 in 
wgnbing areas ofweakness in the human resourn pml. The Bducabbn system 
must be adaptable to Me changing requirements of Me workplace and the 
'Develop a dynamic wt-remndary education system whth is capable of 
meeting the education and mining needs of all dizans. which can identify 
and a d d m  areas of weaknesr in our human resource requirements and 
which can respond quickly to changing requirements and which can respond 
quickly to changing requirements of the workplace and the ewmmy ...' 
(Page 26) 
This govemmnt document offen spsdlic examples ofthb new parmeship 
between the education community and the business community: 
'Spedfcally h Province will mobilime business. labur and h education 
wmmunityihmugh 
. implementing a pmvincial 'Adopt a Schml Program': 
. supporting expansion of the Junior Ahievement Pmgram: 
. exoandino uxrwrative educslion omrams: 
recruimg-hiih-!xo6le wmmun6 iiividuals lo be .Pamership 
Champions". 
pmmoting wmmnily educaban by establishing a p r ~ v i n ~ d e  
system of wmrnunity-baped "Parinenhip Action Teams': 
developdng and implementing a pmsess for evaluating education and 
traonlng programs; 
establishing measurable objecWes against which lo evaluate the 
strategy's success and prepare an annual rew cad lo track the 
progress being made tnvards adiiving Me Pmmce's educational 
goals, and 
strengthanong the links betman Me education system and private 
industry by initialing a formal exchange program whereby indiv~ualo 
from tnduotry would wh in the Department of Education and 
departmental employees in private industry. ' (Page26) 
It was felt that there must be a new Kindergarten lo Grade 12 education 
System established that can meet the needs of the provincial society and the 
changing ewnomy. In this instance, Me dmment refers lo nudents as walkers. 
'...esIablid rtandards of perhmnance in the mre areas of liieracv. 
numeracy and sctence Thn wil asan school donnns and schwis to 
~mpmve then aMessmant of studems tn me ~la66moms and ensure that ell 
wolers have the foundaton the" need to ourrue the retramlna lo m u 1  , ~~- - - - - - - . .- . ... .- . . 
changing emnomic conditions:' (Page 27) 
This government r e p i  calls fn a constant upgrading of teacher skills and 
the uniIing of these teacher skills with me requirements of the em- 
'...in mnsultation wim the appmpriale agench, implement a professjonal 
development pmgram for teachers which reauires mat mev oartici~ate in in. 
~ M C .  balnmg as a mndnwn ofmnt~nued cartniunon and whlch ensures 
tnat malchlng of teacher lralnnng wnh the aaual needs on the educal~on 
system an0 the workforce: lPage 27) 
In Chanw 6 Challenge. i was generally affimed that the education system 
must be altered and imprwed upon to meet the changing needs and emnomic 
requiremen& of the pmvince's economy. It was felt that the skills being laugh1 in 
the schwl system must be relevant and necesssry to me &place. In several 
instances in this gwemment document, sbldents were referred to as workers. It 
was also slated mstrtudeng in thedassmom are viewed as a human resource and 
they must have the skill set m meet h e  needs of the workpiacs. 
MEETING THE CHALLENGE: STANS REPORT ON THE IMPLEMENTATION 
OF THE STRATEGIC ECONOMIC PLAN (3994) 
TWO yea rsaimr Change8 Ckalengewss released, lhsgovemment releasad 
Meeting the Challenge, their status r e p i  on me implementalbn of 
recommendations suggested in Change 6 Challenge. It was re-at ( im mat the 
NWundland government had strongly hdd belieFs that educaSon and mining are 
cmciat to a sbong pmvindal emmmy. There has also h e n  a call for stronger ties 
beween the busimMs and educatim mmmunitiea. The following are ma inliawes 
that the government has imPmemed since Change 6 Challenge was Rlat 
The government has established a Human R-ne Devewment 
Cwperation Agreement whwe p u m  is to aid lhe pmvince in improving b' 
ewnomic base and aiding in educational reform. 
.This $42.9 million Agreement is helping the Province build a stronger 
e w m i c  bare and improving mmcetiwenes. thmuah a varietv of human 
resource initiatives. To date; more that $9 million h& baen w'mmined to 
various proleds under four main pmgram areas: learning and anterpnse 
culture, strategic kx4eZlge and okllls. capamy building, and ieamnng 
together. Government will use the fundim ~rovided thmuah this aoreement 
to !"tiale pmgrams, services and pmj& which support the 6mvince.s 
priorities for educational reform." (Page 15) 
me govemmant has also startsd the d-ntoftangets, wxkshw  and 
standards necessarytoevaluatelheeducation m t o  ensumthat students have 
the necessary skill set for the wwkplace. 
m- standards and mlatsd -%hops wll arolpt xnool dlrmcts. 3chods 
and post-ndary tnsmubons to mprove tne a~wasmeot of students m the 
classrmms and to ensure that all tutum araduates nave the educstvlnal 
~ -~~ - - 
foundnim and retraining mey need to michanging economic mndiir: 
(Page 16) 
Under the heading of Educawnal Technology, the government has 
prepared an Information Tedlmlogy Plan i d w i n g  infomalion technology 
RquirementS for the education system. 
'A number of pmlsds have baen m*laed under tho. plan. ~nc lud~n~ the 
Schod Opsratnns and Student Pmflb (SOSP) system a school-hel 
database of student Intonnal~on. and the Techndoov on Leamono 
Env~mnments (TILE) pmisa, which is dsigned to inveotigagthe applicato~ 
and integratnn of technology within the cuniculum. In addion. $560.000 
has ben a p p M  for the acquisilion of W n d o g l  W d o n  aoflware 
wiihin the s d m l  system. ...' (Page 16) 
l n m e a r e a h o r p i n n a r v . ~ , a n d a e s o n d a r y s c h m h h g , ~ m h a 6  
been r e v i d  to make =*in thatwhal is being taugM in lhe d a m  is relevant 
to me needs of the pmindal8mnomy. As a result ofthis rwisw. hem has been 
course offerings that faas  on sciencc, technology, enterprise educetion, and 
cmperstiveeduca6Dn. Atme high dml w. lhm kaM hrm ~ p t r t o  b a s  
on entetprise and emmmic educabon. These mbr cuniculum ineiativar includa: 
'implemenlalh of a number of lnlatives in economiclentemri~ education 
and mowratwe educabon at the senlor hgh achml bve!. lncludong the 
addnoon of me Global Emnam~cr and Buslness Enlerpnae mu- to the 
omv8nclal cumrulum OXDmSan of the number of rnes offenno 1-1," 
bevebxed entemnse Bducatm wentrmreneunh~~ mums. and eioansnon 
of the co-operaiive Education pmgram? 
In the area o f p m  secondary educstion, stew have been taken to develop 
an educabon system that meets training needs of me marketplace. It is also the 
goal of thir new system to te able m rewnd e-elyand mdently to the ne8ds 
of an ever changing markdtplace and economy. 
Wothen tho cdlega syatsm. lhe harmonaabon of Buslneaa Educatnon 
pmgrammlng as lawely mmpldte. and amelar dbrts on the area of 
Englneenng Techndogy are pmgressmng A mmmn first-year for povl-1 
technology programs has been lmplememed and the Prov8nc#af Program 
Commmee - made JP of r e p r e s e ~ v e s  of the Depsnment and the Colleges 
. has oeen requested to pmcsed udh pmjscts to harmonize Ap~lsed Arts 
pmgams and Apprenbceable Trader programs .(Page 18) 
There has also been some pmgrpyi in the forming of new partnership and 
alliances W e e n  business and educafion. 
'TO sdliwe me Pmvince's educational goals and otieclives, several 
inMatives have Wen taken which fostei n m  prtn;rship between 
partnerships batvmn the publicand private sectnsas a means ofmobilizing 
business, labour and educalibn imerssts. The HRD (Human Resource 
Develooment\ Aareement will m i d e  more mat $0 mllliin over a five-"ear 
penod io develop and suppoil mllaborafive em* such as the ~ddp t  a
Schml Pmgram. the Junnor Achievement Pmgram, and Partnership 
Champicm.' (Page 19) 
Meeting the Chdlenge has re-ammed the objectives mat were ahinally set 
out in Change 8 Challenge. There have been steps taken to re-vitalize Me 
economy of Me p-nce Mmugh changes to all levels of the education S w .  
These c h a w  include d i g  the cvrrmlum m m  mlnnnt to todays emnomy 
as well as ensuring that 1 is easily changeable and adaptable to Me needs of a 
changing economy. Along wiUl this, then, has been an m m p t  to rtrengthen me 
ties between business and education thmugh a number ofpmvince wide initiatives 
such as the Adopt a M o o i  Pmgram. 
STATUS REPORT ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF W E  STRATEOlC 
ECONOMIC P U N  (1995) 
This stabvr mpml was prepared one year sRer the Meeliig the Challenge. 
the gavemmems first 61aluS report of Me Strategic Emnomic Plan. When this 
report was inboduced in 1995. the government was at the half way poim in 
achieving Me ob)scllv~~~ set out in me h year Sbstegk Emmmic Plan. 
Enterprise education continues to be implemented in all schools in me 
province. And by 1995. was avaaab*, in 153 high sdm)s  mrmghwl me v i n c e  
with plans to offer n in the remainder W i n  one year. There have also been hw 
new murseo devebped in tha area of GlDbai EmnomkdEnterprise and SDcial 
ShldieslEmnomic Enterprise. The frms in lhese new mu- ir Brnnomic issues 
and enterprise M p m e n t  in the Atlantic region. 
mare has been a conslard updatilg and miw of &oal wmhlum at all levels to 
ensure tha me mum otreriw ae applicable to me pmvincer changing emmmy 
and to me society in which these dudants will enter. The government plans to do 
mia by introducirq avarinyof new pmgraa m a t h s  on tha sciences, enterpriw. 
maperatwe education and technology based education. 
The pmvina's cvniwlvm is mnRored on an ongoing bark mmugh testing 
and program research to determine how well objedives are being achieved 
and how that achievement mmparer wim nfinnal and intematbnal norms." 
(Page 9 )  
As well. 
'Compyter Technology 32W has been expanded to 45 new sites in 1994-95 
bringing the total Ichwls olfetirq me pmgam up lo 88. ' (Page 9) 
There have alw been attempts lo bring m r e  c o m p ~ m  and mmputer bared 
techndogies into the %hod system The lnfonnarion Techmlogy Plan is being 
developed fof me Department of Educafion and Training and me povincial schwl 
system. This plan indudes integrating le&rdogy in the classmam as an effeme 
learning tool 
The Technology in the Learning Environment (TILE) Project has been 
mmpleted and a final repat submitted vhikh indudes a sham technology 
Plan for me integratbn of technology in me dassmam as an effective 
learning resource. " (Page 10) 
There has been an extensmn lo the exisling post secondary cooperative 
education program by additions to me list of deslgnaled oaupabbns and attempts 
to integrate woWlShldy concepts to we-appnnticnhip programs. 
"The Department is proceeding wilh Me Youth Internship Inl ial i i "  
developed in partnership with the ERC (Emnomic Recovery Cammisoion). 
HRDC (Human Resoume Development Commissmn) and VKI Industry 
Assaciatiins in the pmvince. The Newfoundland Cwncll of Industry 
Associations (NCIA) is d i n g  funding to hire a Program Cwrdinatar to 
meetwrth the23 pamcipatlng mmpanies to daument training needs, outtine 
skill standards, and develop mining plans and pathways for each internship 
position. '(Page 11) 
There has been a call for me pmtaecondaly system to meet the human 
resource requimmems ofthe province. 
'Develop a dynamic postsecondary educatim ryrtem wkich is capabk of 
meeting the education and training needs of all citizens, which can identify 
and address areas of weakness in our human resource requirements and 
which can respond quickly to changing requirements of the workplace and 
the ewnomy.' (Page 12) 
At the post secondary I d ,  there has been a deparmre wlh traditional 
educational a i m  and there are now plans to link me training of shldents to me 
needs of busmess 
The ERC, in moperatbn with the Department of Education and Training. 
has been given the mandate to develop a post secondary education and 
training strategy. A strategic approach lo education and training that links 
the education of pew10 in regions of me province to business and labour 
force development in a regional economic development context will be 
Pmduced."(Page 14) 
The pmvince has put in mobbn speclc plans la cement me links between 
business, labour, and educafion. These partnenhips are lo be based on m m m n  
inlerests and a mutual intedependnce. The spezfc Merestathatthe pmvince '&I
inliate are: 
. 
-irnplemsnling a pmincial 'Adopt a Schocl Rqjram; 
. supporting expansion of ma Junin Achi iment Pmgram: 
. expanding mapeative educabon pqramr: 
recruiling hiih-profile mmmunity indlviduals to be "Parlnemhip 
Charnpnns." (Page 14) 
As well, the pmvince is anernpang to: 
'strangthenirg the links -n me education system and @vale induslry 
by initiating a formal exchange pmgrarn whereby indlviduals fmm industry 
would work in the Depadment of Education and Training and depamnental 
employees and private indusw.' (Page 16) 
The Department of Education, the federal government and private business 
are Mhing Wether on a Pmgrarn called Cornputera for Schmh. This pmgram 
was developed in an m p t  lo sewre computers for the pmhce's whwl system. 
-Fundmg nas bean pmvldad by me HRD (Human Reroune Devslopment) 
Agreernentm aaffa m a d m ~ s  wmn The pnw 0s called Zarnputefs 
101 Schools' and n m n s l d m  a oarmershlo lnnlatlve wah the buslners 
communily." (Page 14) 
There were also goals to alter the Kindergarten to Grade 12 education 
system so thal il has the capacity* respwd to and c h a w  in -dance with the 
needs of Newfoundland society and ecommy. 
'Grade 12 graduam whomes ere being dmbped in moperanon wilh me 
Atlanlic Pmvmces. Afirstdranof ma wt- was c imlaw fwdiscussion 
In each of the participating pmvinces. These mmms are based on seven 
categories of knowledge, skills and altiides mnsidered necessary to 
succeed In the whplace and m funher education. '(Page 16) 
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There is a call for an incread level ofteacher wfeesionalirafion 
dedopmem program for teicheis which-mire. G t  w&ipate in iw 
sewlce bafnlng as a mndmn of mnttnued certmcahon. and whlch en rue  
the malchlng of teacher tralnlng wnh tha anual nesds m the educabon 
synem and the * o t * f o r a  ' (page 17) 
In asscciaban with the Meral government. human m u m e  development 
mitialive. are in piace to focus on lhe imp- able to 
W with the needs ofthe pmvime's aommy. 
'A COrmYBhensive ~ S M c  Initiative' glreement has been n e a n i i  
betwee; Human Reaouratibwb~ment cimada IHRDC) and a pa;tnenng 
of provincial departments induding Employment and Labour ~elaboni  
Edwath and Training. and Social Smires. This 520 milion agreeme*. 
encompassing inletventions in the mining and employment domain, is 
funded 50Yd50% bv lhe federal oovemment and the omvince and includes 
initiatives for stident ~or~2ewices.  ~raduat i  Employment. Self 
Employment, and Strategic Employment Opportundies.' (Page 19) 
Through mntinuing seminan. the links m n  business and education will 
'Ensure them is a partnership bemen business and labour to pmvide 
informalion on the mle, importance and mechanisms for poslive labour 
relations at me secondary and w t  ceandary educational insWutions.' 
(Page 22) 
The Newfoundland pwmmrd is ako fosled~q l e  development of an 
education mBlated information indunry. 
"The Department of Indusby. Trade and TFckmlogy is assisting ccmpanies 
to determine if thay have pmducts and services they can market in the 
education Meled infonnaban industry. Companies are also baing informed 
as to lhe ~ n i w s  mal ex& in lhii area and how they can adapl to take 
advantage of these opportunitii.' (Page 41) 
The govemmerd 18 increasingly m p l i n g  to secure me links belmwn 
business and indurtry. It has in place a number of human nsource development 
inuat'bes mat will fDcus on me im-mentofshldent ski4 wto match the needs 
of the province's -my. To aid in lhis @, there is also salt for an increased 
teacherpmfes8Dnalizamn and me dwebpment ofan educalbn Mated informalim 
industry 
ADJUSTING THE COURSE I1 (1-5) 
Adjusting the Course I1 is a Newfoundland govemrmnt document which 
outlines their poskn on me resbucturing ofthe province's educatan system and 
h e  changes that will ensue from this restructuring. The government believes mat 
a resmrduring of me system will rewn in a higher !we1 ofachievement for ma 
student daor. 
The government ounines me aim of Mjustiyl The C o u ~  I1 as: 
"...to increase our a n e n t  low student achievement lo a kvel  which ranks 
w-nh the best in Canada. This goal is based on the held mat high levels of 
educatan are essential to the eanomic and socbl well-beiyl of the 
province, and mat me peWe ofma ~rovince are mdv lo  maetthe challerme 
of impmviyl our educational performance. (Page 1 i 
The government envisions a healthy and emnomy Mst can be 
acwmplished thmugh increased educational ach'svement. Education is me one 
area they believe they can wnml  and even a m  b' cwrse. 
'The oveming objecWe in all of our atlempts lo reform the system is to 
transform this society horn one of persistent underachievement to one 
whose achievement ranks with the best in the nation. '(Paga 2) 
It has been validated by the Wince's Strategb E w n m b  Plan and the 
Royal Commirsion on Education Mat: 
'H'gherMs ofeducational achievement have bemmewermrxe impartant 
in the face of changing emnomic and social cond'tnns. '(Page 3) 
The Kde of the ahd sydem in our PDdsty as it lms ken  clearly laid out is 
to prepare students lo enter into our society. The sh#3ents, in tum, are expeded 
to be able to adapt to an ever changing Bmnmy, 
'Publiceducatnn exists primarily lo w p a n  mdents for their future mle as 
wnhibuting membsrs of sodew ... Many of the children in school todav 
cannol be expected to enpy stable careers and Idc styles but must & 
Prepared for the mapr transtormatons m emn0m.c and sooetal mndlttons 
whlcn a n  now well under way '(Page 3) 
It has been generally afhrd thstedumbn is the key lo barn the economic 
and social well belng of the pmvince. 
"...there is lime douM mat the ecmmic potential of the m ' n c e  cannot be 
realized without a substantial increase in b educalbnal 
perhrman ce... Education must bewme a wre demenl of our strategy for 
both economic and social development." (Page 5) 
Furthermore. 
-A hlghly educated society is likely to be mom adaptable lo changing 
economic chndmns, less likely to be mntent with low levels of emnomic 
a n i i  ...' (Page 5) 
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The daumenk state that edmtbn is stmwly linked to h e  -om+ 
pmspe* and sadal d l  being of Me mime. Them are to alter the current 
structure of the pmvlme's educaUon system in d a r  to achieve the objective of 
economic pmsperitv. It has alao been attinned hat when students enter into Me 
workforce, Mey will have to bemme hiiW adaptah to changing -om+ 
mndiins. 
AUALYSIS OF DATA 
EDUCATION AS A PUBLIC SERVICE 
EducaDn has h e n  Wd i i a l l y  v i m  as a pubb service. it is the right of 
evely &ken in a papulalbn m be educated m me be# oftheir abTi  =i t  has been 
generally agreed that an educated papulws is the key to economic prosperity. 
Posl Pemndary educatiDn in Canada is undeqdng a change. Mon of my 
interviewees a m m  mat a basic educabbn in elementary. mmary, and secondary 
educaIbn is easily accessible, wfdely available and availed of by the populatbn in 
this province. The same is not bue of pod semndary instihlfions. 
The intervpwees felt that there a n  two changes taking place in past 
secondary instihlbom across the province. The first is increasing tuition msts and 
the second is a changing curriculum Mat is i-singly influenced by Me needs of 
the provinces e m w .  It has been generally affirmed that l u i i n  fees am on the 
rise and it is not inmnceivable mat one day post secondary education insliWbns 
will sewe only an elite few. Along wilh this. them has bean an increasing influence 
on education fmm the business communihl. The masons for this am increasing 
government wmacks to education. and b~shess. which has always had a 
tremendous amount of iMuence over governmental decisions, believe h a t  the 
sChools are not pmdudng the qualii of students that they derie. While 
government may nd have the desired funds lo funnel into edu&n, business 
certainly does. If they are willing to give genemus amounts to the education 
system. they expect to be given me resuns they require. 
There are many who agree mat because of he societal and emnomical 
changes that are muning in the province. this increasing business influenu, is a 
natural evoiutnn. They did, however. cautbn about an weR influeme. While a 
baslc Kindergarten to Grade 12 edueabon is taken for granted as a natural right for 
all citizens living in this pmvince, R was felt Vlat post semndary institulions are a 
buyers market and will continue to become elitist 
SHIFT IN OUR SCHOOL SYSTEM 
'The facad change thmughout the woM has h e n  lo rapd in recent years 
tnm few Can p4atcl16 Consequences Knowledge and tnformatmn a 4  me 
new wnenw . Tne lnVoduOon d new arhnamtas mto me workolace. om0 
our schwiiand eventually lnto our homes 1s-hmmo an #n&eas~nolv 
impwtant dimension of structural change. We have dmededfrom an industial 
society, based on indivlduaiii, order and linearity, to an onformation society. 
based on integrabon, interdependence, and nonlinearity. Information is 
chanuinu how we work. how we olav. how we relate to one another and how 
we &anto our environment " (o& Chlldren Our Future Page 42) 
Most intewiewees felt that there has been a shifl in our schwl swam 
fmm an emphasis on krowledge to an emphasis on infomation. It was generally 
affirmed that h r e  has Men increasing s&cd hours being given to the subjects of 
math. science. and enbepreneurial educaeen. Becauseofthis increase, there has 
been dewsing dass time given to the geneal a116 and language skills. 
There was mncem about the lack of mmmunkaban skals possessed by 
students entering the woMokfor+e. It was felt that mmmunimiin skills are essential 
and unfomnatdy this is one area where atudents were aeen as lacking. Those 
interviewed fen mat s h d s  and uniuerah were continuing Leir focus on 
technical knowledge while mmmunicatDn skills, grammar. and language skills. 
skills viewed as being essential in Me business mmmunily. seem to be falling by 
the wayside. 
It was generally perceived mat L e  education students are redving is 
nam ing  because of me increasing focus on technical skills. It was fan that me 
schools shrxlld =hive to p d u w  well m~nded students who are p-ient in many 
subien areas. There was w m e  m c e m  thal traditional subjects such as history, 
geography, language, and general arts, are not viewed as being irnpMtant in our 
S C ~ W I  System taday. It was stated that h e  aim of schools should be to inatill in 
students a love of teaming and me abilii to bemrne independent think-. 
AN INCREASING EMPHASIS ON MATH, SCIENCE, ENTERPRISE AND 
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY BASED EDUCATION 
Education in Newfoundland, and Canada as a whole, is mnfmnted wilh s 
paradox. There e an increasing dwnand on our adlwl system for increased dass 
time in me areas of math, science, e n t e r n  and moperah education and 
technology based education. A c d i n g  to interviews. most of my interviewee5 
believematthiis i-se in dass 6mswll be in-
in the Newfoundland ecDnomy as they perceive mese skills to be essential in 
today's global economy. 
At the same tim hcwever. )war stated that students were lacking in a 
variety of dher skills, espsdally in the area of mmmunicatbn. Teachera were 
uitiiired for this. The lengm of time that -dents spent in the d a s m  was cited 
as a pmbiem as mil. It war fen that me schd  day and theschool year were much 
too short and did not allow students the dass time that they deserved. 
It was fenthat m u s e  wr  emnomy is bemming a gbbai one. eduwtion 
has to change to give busin866 the type o f h r  m function in this new emnomy. 
Students need m be equipped with the skills and kndedge m function emctiiely 
in a global emnmy and they must be technologically mient. 
Along with this. them were intewkwees who did not agree with the 
increasing fows in math, science, enterprise and mop&ie educatbn and 
technologically based educatbn. They fen that it was me goal of the schwis to 
Pmduce students who have a generalized sen- of eduwtion. it is in the bast 
interest of me &dents lo iWll in them the abitii to learn and to give them a solid 
foundation on which to b u l .  
BUILDING THE ECONOMIC FUNRE AND IMPROVING THE HUMAN 
RESOURCE POOL OF THE PROVINCE 
It would baa self defeating p- if we graduated sbldents who lac* the 
skills to fumion in both society and the wakplzsx. We need to graduate 
students who have a generalized SYll sel and mwa importardly. Me ability to 
learn. Should the schoal sWem be held Iolely rerponsiMe fw the eccoomic 
PrnsperitV of the pmvince? Members of OovmmMlt and Uw business 
community W Mat it is the responsibili deducatDn la respond to me needs 
of the ewnomy and business and to prspare atudem to enm into the 
Workforce. InleNI- wondered what was the rde of the schmIs if not to 
prepare studenrs for the worMons. 
Interesb'ngly. mere was one imerviewea who felt that Me schcd system 
was doing a greniob in preparing students for the Mure. This inlerviewee 
placed the fault on the province's ewnomy for n d  pmviding oppmunities for 
graduating students. It was felt that qualiied students are leaving the province 
because they do not see a bright ewnomic future on the horizon. 
It was generally affirmed Mat if schools d6d not prepare students for the 
workforce. this muld have a detrimental affed on the province's economy. It 
war felt that education is the key to ewnomk prwpew as it is me goal of the 
schml to produce &dents who are functioning. mnbibuting mmbers of our 
society. It was felt that because of this goal, there has to be closer links between 
the education and business mmmunities. 
There were those i7lervieweer who believed thatth. mla ofthe school is 
to equip students with a basic skal set while maximizing their potential. 
Specfically, to ensure that all students complete the basic w n d a r y  program 
while raising expectations in the areas of math, am,  and techndogy. The 
school shwid lay the foundation for the economic future of the pmvince. There 
intewiewees felt thatthe mandate of schools did not involve catering to the 
needs of business, their mle was to give students an overall general education. 
Furthermore. it was fan that educators should not be held acmuntaMe for the 
economic future ofthe pmvinw because they are educaton. not economists or 
business people. It is not their poslon to ensure a pmspemus -my, their 
goal is the educatim of the pmvinw's students. 
It was fell that the key to a pmspemus emnomy is a rml-leveled 
approach. All gmups, business. industry. educators. government, and the 
general public working fqlelherto ensure a pmspemus and efficimt school 
system and pmMmial emnomy. The entire wponsibitii shwld not be placed 
on the shoulden ofthe school system 
THE NORTH AMERICAN FREE TRADE AGREEMENT'S AFFECT ON 
EDUCATION 
A majority of th- I interviewed did not comment on this questim. Interestingly, 
most did not believe that the North American Free Trade Agreement -Id have 
a profound affect on our education system even though mud? literature on the 
subject would indicate otherwire. 
Them w m  thOBB who slated thal education would increasingly be ssen 
as a commodity as NAFTA enmurages Me idea ofa global emnwny. Trsde is 
enmuraged in all amas, in people, pmduds. and services. A small number of 
inte~iewes beliied that NAFTA would have a posilke eRBd in that U would 
give students a m =  Lo a bmad global p e r a m  mat had in me past. been 
lacking. 
Free trade will change me way mat Canada exists. CompaiIion will no 
longer be on a pmvincial level, or a national level. but on an international level. k 
was feR Mat NewfDundland may have a m p s t i v e  disadvantage because ma 
knowledge and skin set mat Mudents are graduating wilh mil ba inferior if placed 
on a global stage. In this vein. NAFTA has F n t e d  a challenge to me 
Newfoundland education syslem. 
There were lnterviewees who felt that NAFTA will have a negative efleQ 
on educatan and the Newfoundland emmmy in general. It was believed Mat 
overall. Newfoundlanders a n  l a ~ n g  in skills mat will enat& them Lo mmpete 
on an international level. One intewkwee stated that when NAFTA io translated 
into the free movement of people, geographiilhl. Newfoundland will be at a 
disadvantage, as well. there will be a large numberof talented young people 
leaving the pvince  fm more pmapemus destinations. 
BUSINESS INFLUENCE IN EDUCATION 
A vast ma&* of- I hlerviewsd fen hat b u s i m  should dafinitehl have 
an Influence in education. The business mmrmnity believes that studems do not 
possess the skill set m s a r y  to fundion in a business envimnment and as a 
result are nol -1oyaMe upon graduation. it is widely believed that school 
cuniwlum should be aitered m mneapond wim the needs of me emnomy. There 
were Mona who believed that the school system is beginning to modify the 
cuniculum to pmvlde sbldents wiih me skills thatthe business mmmunity rsquires. 
uniting wmrmnity needs with w e n t  pMency.  
Them are lhosa whO see dange ormnfng in pDot Demndary insliiutions in 
the pmvince. lnterviewees cited lhe example of Memorial University altering b 
murse otlsring to furnish studems wim me expertise required to wwk on pmjects 
such as Hibemia. It was also felt lhat posl secondary insliiions a n  willing to 
change mume oRemgs to ensure thalsbldents have the nwssary knowledge to 
Secure employment upon gradualion. lntewiewees believe that busi-s never 
dirediy asked for this influence, if was a nalural e~ lu t i on  because post secondary 
mstitutions wanted Weir graduating Sbldent to be empiOyaMe. They also W e d  that 
educators are more man willing to gear pmgrarns towards specific lypes of 
expertlse that are required. 
Some members of me business community ptated andher reason for lhe 
increasing business infiuence in edu-. Theybeliwe mere are inslarwswhere 
the mana has been inundated wiih a skill ret and mem am simply not enough pbs 
to ammmodate all studenb with this pamcular skill set. As well. technology is 
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advancing wr qvtkly that oflenti-. graduating students am Bquipped with a set 
of antiquated skills that business no longer requires. 
The idea was also b-M forth mat as the Oovemment of Newfoundland 
mntinues to find b6it financially challenged. education is the one area when, 
cutbacks will continue to ormr. Government will require outaide funds to finance 
education in the province. Enbr the busims mmmunw thst has the means to 
supplement funding to me educa6on system. Because of thb m s e d  funding on 
the pan of business. they want a Mice in how these funds am spent and in the 
curriculum that is taught. 
Them were th- who feil that business shwld have an influence, but 
ce*inly not an oven one. It was feu that bvsim~s tKuld not d i m  influence itm 
curkulum and moreaver, them sbhauld ba safeguards in placeto ensure that it does 
not dictate. 
Certain interviewees Mi thst me Newfoundland school system is creating 
capable and pmfident students. Unfortunately. it is felt that because them b lime 
opportunity in the province, the brightest students leave for c a w  oppomnUIes 
elsewhere. 
Overall, it was felt that business does and should have an influence in 
education. The aim of the sdwl system was viewed to be the preparation of 
students far oociety and the wwMom. 1 was generally afllrmed that business 
should have an innuencs in educatnn becavae -dents mrt be equip& wnh the 
necessary set of skills upon graduation to functian effectively in a business 
environment 
CORPORATE SPONSORED CURRICULUM AIDS 
Corporate smpored curriculum aids wwe seen as being oftremendous 
benem to both the schwl who is receiving the donafion and the business that is 
donating. It is clear mat -tale sponsored curriculum aids dl wntinus to 
creep into our educational inmutions. Many stated mat because of increasing 
government cutbacks to the educabbn system. school - business parmenhips 
have a tremendous am-aunt of value and are essential in maintaining a pmfcient 
and effeme NewfDundlacd school system. 
There were interviewee6 wha fen mat these aids can be baeficial to the 
school system while, at me same time, strengthening the relationship khvaen 
business and education. Acmrding to those that I interviewed, donating aids to 
the schml system is a great way to forge me links between business and 
education. m e  business community feels that they are viewed as being acl i i ly 
involved in the community and concerned about me education system. The 
education swem benefds by receiving donations of things such as audio visual 
equipment, mmpuhm. and a variety of leaching aids. 
There were words of caution about me use of Wrporate sponsored 
teaching aids. There was one interviewee who fen that the business agenda is 
very different fmm the education agenda. He fell that business had no Mace in 
determining or oWng  curridurn to the rchmls as this was one notch above 
brainwashing. It was felt that these two agendas do not often blend. Other 
inteNiewees fen that these akls should not be a medium thmugh which business 
promotes its own interests. It was also Mieved that the sdl& boards and 
teaches should take step ensure mat there is no bias in these materials. To 
acmmplish this, there wera calls for an increasing teacher profersionali class 
to ensure the cuniculum is, at all times. in the best interest of the student. 
THE BUSINESS AGENDA VERSUS TRIDmONAL EDUCATIONAL AIMS 
Many of my interviewees feu thatthe business agenda and the educatiwn 
agenda were very similar and even mmpstible. One interviewee fen that 
business and education haw the mmmn aim of "...the development of 
individuals to create wealth for themselves and others." (Interviewee s). It was 
felt that the purpoea of me business agenda is to create wealth for the people 
and that the purpose of education is to facilitate individuals mating wealth. 
therefore the aims are very much alike. There mm, those who fen that if the aim 
of education changes to accammcdate the needs of business, we will be 
narmwing the focus ofthe mume curriculum to the dswment of the *dent 
body The fear is that s c h d  cuniculum will bemm too techndcgidly basad. 
There were intervieweer who cautioned against an wert business inffuence and 
fett that all mumes deserved equal dass time. It was felt that business should 
have an influence but not an oven u0ice. Them muat be measures in dace to 
ensure that the s h a d  system does not become a training ground designed to 
meet the needs of the business mmuni@,. 
Business is increadngly attempting to im- b aims on our education 
system. The reason mey cite for this is we are now living in a global emnwny 
and as such, we must have the ab i l i  to wmpete on an international lavel. This 
level of wmpe l i i i  is unprecedented. B e u r e  ofthis. it has been generally 
firmed that we must have a work force that has the skilla and abilws to 
conduct business on a global lava(. Business has idemifid -in skills and 
abilities that win be advantageous in realinng this goal. Thb is the reason there 
has been an increased call for more ClaM time in the areas of math. science. 
and technolcgy based edudon. 
NEWFOUNDUWD GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS LOOK TO THE SCHOOL 
SYSTEM TO REVIVE THE ECONOMY OF THE PROVINCE 
There is no doubtthat there are many gmpr  who are mncsmed about the 
State of educetian in the Pmvince of Newfoundland. Documents such as Change 
8 Challenge along with the two subsequent Ratus reports and Adjvsting the 
Course I1 ail present a way of looking at education that is a stmng break with how 
we have Uadiinally viewed educatin in this province. The government believes 
that a strong school system is the key to a healthy and prosperous economy. m e  
focus has been a c e d  upon the dm1 system to revive the emnomy of the 
pmvince. 
It has been widely af6rmed that the -nomy of IJw pmvince of 
Newfaundland needs lo be revived. The government believes that education can 
certainly aW in his revival. but it M I  naf on kawn, bring it about. The government 
has undertaken inltiatives lo ensure hat wr education system is responsive to the 
needs and requirements of lhe business community. while me needs and 
requirements of the students are being ignored. 
The role ofeducation. in =me, muat be dictated by those who realize mat 
educemn r+ ~mpartant. nm k u s e  of *s money value, M beauso - d of 
the nght kind - Idevebpsme r p n  n man. me 6plR whlch values IIe&re. 
saence art. 10 a word. ell truh. for ns own sake' (Smth 1979 c#es Grant 
1902) 
The maintenance of Canada's educatan system falk under provincial 
iurisdiclim. It is a pmduct of h e  emnomy, wciety and wlture in which it exists. 
Eduw lh  inhe pmince of NewfDundland has, since b' irmplbn. been left mostly 
to its own devices In recent yean. w, Wre have been a number of gmups 
who desire to influence me pmvincid Mutation system. The most prominent grwp 
has been ma busin- mmmunily. Business desires this iMuem*, because they 
feel schools are rot pmducing sludents wim the necessary skill set to function in 
today's ever changing emnomy. 
It ha6 b-me apparent hat there is a sh8 taking place in our society in 
general. and in education. lh& is lhe shR fmm knowledge to informaIhn. 
Information technolcgy is changing the very face of the raciely in which we live. 
This change can be seen in our educatwn smem. The very subjms that our 
UniversHies were founded on, such as me dasslcs and phi lmhy, have bemrna 
increasingly less important, while pvch as business and engineering are 
hamming increasingiy m r e  important. The mn- here is hat here wal D s s  
in critical hinking skills mat are essential in graduating well mvndsd students fmm 
our educamnal syslmm. Students are k i ng  inundated wilh hfamaWn but are 
lacking in know(edge. 
students will not be pmkiml in a subject area mat mcwesdecreared dass 
time. The tuxices communityand a numberof Newfoundland government rep* 
call for an inmase In class time in the areas of math and science. Mast of my 
intelviewees slated that they have n n i i  a definite rsdud'bn in L a  mmmunicamn 
skills that graduating students are bnnging fmm educational instilutions, even 
though language skills were labeled primary mre subjects in a variety of 
Newfoundland Gmemmenl documents. This is a very trrwbling sign. 
Traditionally, me goal of our schrms. both secondary and pan secondary. 
has been to graduate rtvdene Ulat haw a variety of skill setr. Shldents should be 
well rounded with a kmwl- in all areas. The business mmmunihl is calling for 
an increase in math, science, and technology skills and are men wondering why 
other skills. sud  as mmmvnicafan skllo. are not as pmlrj.m. We need m give our 
Students as bmad an education as w i b l e .  Ifwe mntinue to focus on math and 
technolow, the may students emerge wlh a very narmw education. We may not 
be equipvng dudants wiih the a b i l i i  to manage the mnstant changes acuHng 
in today's e m m y .  
Studene at all l ed8  should be instilledwith a desir. to learn. Ifwe ernpourer 
Studene with knauledge. wegivethemme abilitym learn. Cdical thiiking sk111s are 
essential because mis equips students wiM the necessary skill set to function 
effeaiwely and pmsperously in our wcWy and emnomy. There is nodoubt that 
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there is a definite shnt ocwning in our schml system. Many intervieweer stated 
that we should eye this sh'n mith caution and place the needs of students in the 
forefront. 
The intervi-s believe Uut a kndedgeable stud& body is, in iteelf. a 
resource and an asset to any emnmny. h we n a w  ifwe Wise mat a focus on 
math, science and an inmasing business infiuencewill kad lo a m n g  economy? 
Tho9 focus may yield a favorable return for a shoe pe,bd, but already. we are 
witnessing a negative mruh of mis focus. I n t e r v l ~  were mncemed that 
students are losing valuable skills and are s&ng from decreased daas time in 
certain subjed areas. t is time that me focus has shined f m  science, math and 
techndogy back to a well munded education where students an, exposed equally 
to all areas of cuniwlum. What may not be realized is that * students have a well 
munded educabbn with a focus on crit!cal thinking skills. we automstically instill in 
mem the atai i lo leam. It has been statad that the real pmblem exists mt mith h e  
schml system, but rather with the emnomy of the pmvime, and the educstion 
system has merely bemme a acapagoat 
These research findings raised a number of issues such as a greater 
emphasts on mam, science, and technology based m u m  in today's school 
system. Many interviewee9 believe that this will mt bring about a better grade of 
student or a revival ofthe Newfoundland emnomy. Does society really want to 
graduate studentswha are pmfsient in lha areas of math and sdence only? Most 
intewiewees paid no. They fen that me skills !earned thmugh art. and languages 
9s 
are also an imponant a& in any emnomy. it may not ahvays produce students 
who have a tednolqlical aptibrde but it Is mws likely to pmduce -dents who have 
a critical mind and a broad skill K(. 
Itwas armed lhatsbldenls should graduatehnn anyeducaSona1 inshi jm 
with a generalized sen- ofeducaiix and learning. Schoding is the foundatiDn on 
which business training pmgrams should buld. A bmad bawd liberal education is 
more of an asset to a budnwr because SIudenIs am equipped with a bmad 
knowledge base and a m g h  a ckanceb explorea V a W o f s ~ b i e a m  to find 
their niche. School cunkulum should nn be sxdusivdy markel driven. The skill 
sets that may be an asset in our -myloday. dl1 not neaessarily be an aspet in 
tomonow's emnomy. Instead of leaching spemc MIS. itwar fen that the primary 
mandate of ochwlr should be lo inaill in students lhe knDwledge and lha ability to 
learn. 
Certain inte~iewees believe that it is the msponsibi- 
reswnd to the needs of the province's emnomy and business. The business 
community is demanding a nmng mice in our educstion system today. It was 
felt that the business wmrmnityshould have a say in what is taught in our 
schools, but not one that is greater than any other special interest grwp whose 
mice deserves to be head. it was stated that one gmup should not dominate 
school ~urric~lum I CaUseit is poslblt, to d i sw  wr wrrkulum in famr ofthat 
group. 
Schds are not a human Ruwrce pool from whkh businesses can pi* 
and chwse. They are also not a training ground for business. W m l s  are 
instihiions where our y~ung people daserve a bmad based liberal ehlca&n. 
The ultimate goal ofthe -1 syaem is to produce fundiiing, wnbibuting 
members of our rocjely. The pchml syotem cannot expect to be everything to 
everybady. If g m m e n t  wntinues to mncede to the p-urns ofone swir ic 
gmup, they vltimatek are ignoring Me r e a s  and requiremm of s variely of 
other gmups. 
t can be & our pchool system is pmducing bright. q u a l i i  students but 
there are simply mpbs or career oppomrnities mallable f n M m  in mis emnomy. 
It wan believed to be the rewnsibiliiofal pa~lias in our sodely, students, pnmts. 
government, and busins% to p(ay a mIe in educating our students. But these 
Parties should play a mle. not determine solely the wniculum mat is taugM 
Liirature on Me subject indicates that the North Amrican Free Trade 
Agreement will indeed have an eRect on education. some litemlure indicates a 
delfimental affect. It is stated mat NAFTA opens up the playing field so that we 
are operating on global basis. This extends to the education system as the 
objective of NAFTA is that the m a b t  dominates and L limits ma abiluy of 
governments to regulate me -nay. According to me litemlure. mis 
domination will extend to education as well. It is not inwnceivable that our 
government will one day loose me ability to regulate and wnbol education. 
There is also a body of movgM mal suggesb mat NAFTA opens up all 
areas of an W M m y  to competition, iduding eduWn.  What this means is 
mat educawml mols and cuniculvm are open to m w W n  hom United States 
firms. Under NAFTA, mey mw have me ability to mmpete for Canadian and 
Newfoundland government funds forthe task of writing texmaob for our 
Canadian daasmomr. Along wilh this, w t  recondary educabbnal i n d i i n s  
can open bran*% in Canada and mmpete equally for funding fmm our 
pmvincial and federal governmenb. Under NAFTA, mey enpy me same righb 
and privileges as Canadian f imr  This may be dal"mental to Canadian firms 
because they oRen do not have me funds or me abiMy to compete wlm United 
States firms. There were interviawees who did noI mmment an mi6 question 
because mey did not fee( mat NAFTA would affed educatnn. of th- who drd 
feel that there -Id be an e f w  on education, lhey stated that NAFTA will 
Present a challenge to the Newfoundland education system because we have to 
ensure mat students are graduating wim a knowledge base mat can compete on 
an ~mernational basis in a changing global economy. This was seen by some as 
being exhemsly positive because students will be exposed lo a vast amy of new 
ideas and poinls of view. 
It was slated mat the business iMuenm shouM certainly not be OVER If it 
is, me M W r n  hare is that we wII have universities t h  business, 
and a school cvniculum mat is entimiy d i i  by business. There are these who 
say mat univenitieaoffers(udents a M e  VB- drmrssthat  are n d  m a r i l y  
relevant for the workplace. 
Many b e l i i  met business is me ultimate mnsvmer and edudon is the 
pmdun. In mis line of thinking. business assumes mat l deserves an inRuence in 
shaping cunkulum. They are conmed Ulat graduab'ng students will rot have me 
abilities to meet tb needs of business. 
It is inevilable that corporate sponsored curriculum aids will mntinue to make their way into me 
classmom st both the semndary and poot-recondaly level at an ever increasing 
rate. Under me umbrella name of 'corporate sponsored curriculum ass' these 
aids can range horn donab- of audio visual equipment and -putera to a 
~rr iculum program that was a l l y  developed by a business. 
These aids are d e n  readlly accepted by educators because increasing 
government cutbacks to our edvcabbn system leave schwls and univen&s 
wiIh lMe funds I& for these purchases afw me basics have been laken care of. 
Cuniculum programs are accepted because may are readily avalaMe program 
for teachen mat are d e n  sleek and polished pmduclbns that are easy to leach. 
unfortunately, they are d e n  biased towardr the view of the mmpny that 
produced them. W g h  many will argue mat teachers can discuss mese 
pmgrams with students and draw mention to the bias and &r &Rering points 
of view, there is often not the time in the school day, and sadly. there may k 
teachers who do not have the inclination or me ability to do so. 
There is no dwMthal Msre am butinmet who donate equipment time. 
and money simphl as a WUR of good urw Md wiUI no aiiematiue aganda. 
Cable Atlantic readily pmvaes M s  Yitheducational programs mmugh 
commercial free access to M E  In The Class-. Cable Atlantic readily offers 
t h ' ~  lo s b d s  because they have an nnponant msourms mat schools can 
defmlely use. M E  In The Classmom is an imponant and avai lah reaourm 
that sbwfs  can utilize without incurring any ms t  It is also very goad public 
relations for the mmpany becaure they am viewed as a mncemed mmmunitq 
player. 
Unfartunalely, there are inslances of business links wim education thal 
are n d  as stellar as the CaMe Atlantic example. B a h  and Robenwn (1994). 
stale me example ofthe Toronlo Board of Education and meir mree year million 
ddlar deal wlh Pepsi. In this deal. Pepsi has ntal control over all vending 
machines in Tomnto schods, selling, of murse, only Pepsi pmducts. Pepsi also 
produces and dishibutes b awn videos on topics such as suklanco abuse that 
are shown regularly in the schrms. The s c h d  also gets a h e a m  dose of Pepsi 
paraphernalia in the form of has. T-shirts and student-of-the-manth plaques. 
Pepsi. in return. gels b d h  brand loyalty and s chance to be seen as a 
caring mrporation wlh a goad dose of mmmunity goad will. Barlow and 
Robefiron quote Allan Folheringham's views m this deal: 
The Toronto Board of Edu- has signed a antract wilh the devl. me 
devil going by the name of the PepsCCola gurgle's, makers of things that 
make your teeth mt ... The people who run the Tomnto Education system 
have decoded mat thelr students are mahelama q u a l m  Corporatom. 
who have lots of bucks wnli pay 1016 of bu& n m p l ~ a n t  and nave 
schm trustses will I e  dDvn wth thew 13s open' (Barlow and Robertson. 
1994 p 163) 
Ron McEachem, president and CEO of Pepsi- Canada's views on the 
Tomnto Board of Education and the Pepri deal: 
.An initiative like this demabaM the huitfulness of enterprising. 
innovative parinerships between the puMic and private sectom. 
Regarding Canadian educnion. we am pmud to be part of the solullone 
(Badow and Robertson. 1994 p.163). 
There am instances whwe this relationship and there cum~wlum aids can 
be an asset to the sdool system. there are far tm many Instances where, as m 
the Pepsi deal. students are viewed as consumers. By entering inb this deal. 
Pepsi is ableto ensure brand loyally by having a monopoly. The Tomnm Board 
of Education is giving Pepsi access to a captive audience who watd their videos 
regularly during valuable sbool time. The Tomnto Board of Education claims 
that because of decreasing funding. they had na choice but to enter into this 
deal. 
Ideally, there should be safeguards in place WJ that sbldenm are not 
viewed as potential consumers. so that business does not mntml wr wnirulum 
and our school system. School is rot a place to enwre brand loyeily to a lave 
corporation. School is where we educate our students to their maximal ability. 
We must be sure not m 1- sght ofthis goal. 
Thrwghout my Inquiry into the m e  of edumthn. in the form of 
interviews, researching Newhxlndland gwemmnt dowmanb. and reading 
1M 
relevant literature. I have gemnally firmed that the d i i n  of education in the 
province of NewfOYndland is undergoing a bansfwmatnn. Government and 
business am adually lwking to the sdcd S W m  to w i ve  the laling economy 
of the province. The aim ofeducatnn is S M i  towards impmving the human 
resource pool for Ule economy and the onus has baen pit on schmls to buY 
the economic Mure ofthe gonomy. This change will have a profound affect on 
all facets of education in the p m c e  of Newfoundland for years to -. 
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